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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 My full name is David Norman Hill. I hold the position of founding director at
Wilson Hill Architects Ltd. I have been in this position since 1995.

1.2 I have a Bachelor of Building Science and a Bachelor of Architecture degree
(BArch Hons) and have been a NZ registered architect since 1991.

1.3 I am an associate member of the New Zealand Institute of Architects and am
immediate past Chairman of the Canterbury Branch of the New Zealand
Institute of Architects.

1.4 My family have owned bach 44 at Taylors Mistake for 49 years and I have
been a member of the Taylors Mistake Association (TMA) committee for 8
years. I have also been a member of the Taylors Mistake Surf Lifesaving Club
(TMSLSC) since 1977 and filled numerous roles in that organisation including
Club Captain and President.

1.5 I have been asked by the Taylors Mistake Association (TMA) to provide
evidence in relation to the Historic Heritage provisions in the Chapter 9
proposal. I am offering my professional advice on a pro bono basis.

1.6 My Sub Thesis, written during my final year at Architecture School, is titled
‘Living on the Queens Chain’. It is an historical look at dwellings on the New
Zealand coastline and how they came to be built there. It uses the Taylors
Mistake Baches as a case study.

1.7 I have been providing the TMA with my expertise in relation to the heritage
aspects of the baches since 1998. I have spent much of my lifetime in and
around the baches, the bach community and surf club community.

1.8 I am currently one of the architects involved in the project to design a
replacement surf lifesaving clubrooms for the Taylors Mistake Surf Lifesaving
Club Inc at Taylors Mistake beach.

1.9 I have not previously provided evidence to the proposed Replacement District
Plan Hearings Panel.

1.20 I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses
contained in the Environment Court Practice Note 2014 and that I agree to
comply with it. I confirm that I have considered all the material facts that I am
aware of that might alter or detract from the opinions that I express, and that
this evidence is within my area of expertise, except where I state that I am
relying on the evidence of another person.

1.21 The key documents I have used, or referred to, in forming my view while
preparing this brief of evidence are:
a. ICOMOS New Zealand Charter 2010;
b. Chapter 9 - Natural and Cultural Heritage - Appendix 4 - Heritage

Technical Report.
c. My Sub Thesis ‘Living on the Queens Chain’

1.22 I have read the evidence of Fiona Wykes, and I agree in part with her
evidence.
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2. SCOPE

2.1 The specific parts of the Chapter 9 Natural and Cultural Heritage Proposal
that my evidence relates to are:

a. Appendix 9.3.6.1 Schedules of Significant Historic Heritage Places, as
it relates to individual historic heritage places;

b. Planning map 53 showing areas of Coastal and Outstanding Natural
Landscape overlays

2.2 My evidence addresses the specific relief sought By the Taylors Mistake
Association, #3525.4, M Slemint, #3597.11, Chris and Jane Abbott, #3672.1,
#3672.3, #3672.4, and Martin Scott #3598.1, #3598.3 (Bach 31), #3598.4,
#3598.5 (1). in regard to these provisions.

3 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

3.1 I have considered the submissions requesting the inclusion of the 45
baches at Boulder Bay, Taylors Mistake and Hobsons Bay, including the
Heritage NZ listed ‘row’, as a Historic Area within the proposed District Plan.

3.2 I have considered the baches’ historical, social, cultural, spiritual,
architectural, aesthetic, and contextual significance.

3.3 I agree with the submitters and consider that it is appropriate to list the
baches as a Historic Area within the plan.

3.4 I understand that CCC do not support this approach at this time, because the
Council needs to develop and apply a rigorous assessment methodology to
the identification of heritage areas and this work, while programmed, has not
yet been done.

3.5 Appendix 19.5.1 schedules existing baches ‘to be removed’, subject to
weighting of criteria including heritage value. This heritage value is to be
determined via this Natural and Cultural chapter of the pDPR.

3.6 I agree with Fiona Wyke’s assessments of baches 1 & 2.

3.7 I have assessed a further 11 baches for individual listing. In choosing these
11 I have considered the council’s appendix 19.5.1 describing ‘baches to be
removed’

3.8 Other baches have not been considered for individual listings due to time
constraints rather than lack of merit. Chris Abbott (submitter 3672) is
attempting to procure enough info on more of the Boulder Bay baches in time
to submit as evidence, and I support his efforts.

3.9 In this evidence I support listing of baches 1&2 as historic heritage buildings
of high significance, and of baches 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 47, 49, 56, 57, 59 & 68
as group 2 items of significance.
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3.10 I have considered the extent of the coastal overlay shown on planning map
53.

3.11 I support realignment of the Coastal overlay boundary to adjacent the front
(seaward) edge of the existing baches.

3.12 I consider realignment of Coastal overlay boundary would result in a single
set of zoning and rules (Taylors Mistake Bach Zone) to cover the existing
baches and the New Bach Zone adjacent.

3.13 I have considered the extent of the Outstanding Natural Landscape overlay.

3.14 I support realignment of the OSN overlay to exclude the area directly
encompassing the historic structures.

4. BACKGROUND

4.1 Christchurch City Council lists significance heritage places, which represent
aspects of the District's heritage and contribute to its identity within the District
Plan in order to ensure that they are identified and protected as required
under the Resource Management Act (RMA).

4.2 In order to do this, Council identifies heritage items for listing in the Schedule
of Significance Historic Heritage Places. Heritage items can be, but are not
limited to, any of the following:
a. a building, buildings or group of buildings;
b. structures such as bridges;
c. features such as monuments, statues or lamp stands; and
d. open spaces - such as squares, parks, gardens, cemeteries,

crematoria.

4.3 As part of the pRDP, items are listed together with a setting, in order to
recognise the importance of the context of an item and to ensure it is not
treated in isolation. The area surrounding a listed heritage item, including its
spatial organisation and natural and physical features, makes an important
contribution to the heritage values of the item. This provides context for the
items and the setting may be essential to understanding the history of an
item, such as churchyards associated with a church, or the immediate parcel
of land around a domestic dwelling which reflects its historical land holding.
These spaces can also provide a 'buffer' for the item from surrounding
development.

5. OUTCOMES OF MEDIATION / CAUCUSING

5.1 I attended expert witness conferencing on 10 November 2015. I have read
and rely on the expert conferencing report, as filed on 27 November 2015.

5.2 No mediation has been undertaken because it was deemed unnecessary
following expert witness conferencing. There has been positive ongoing
dialogue with Fiona Wykes and Ann McEwan, the outcomes of which have
influenced this evidence.
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6 SITE SPECIFIC LISTINGS AND ZONING OVERLAYS

6.1 I have assessed 11 baches for individual listing on the Schedule of Significant
Historic Heritage Places, at the request of both the TMA and the baches’
individual owners.

6.2 My assessment is set out in the sections 8 to 13 of my evidence.

6.3 In choosing the baches for assessment, I have taken into account those
scheduled in appendix 19.5.1. Appendix 19.5.1 schedules existing baches ‘to
be removed’, subject to weighting of criteria including heritage value.

6.4 This heritage value is to be determined via this Natural and Cultural chapter
of the pDPR.

6.5 The number of baches assessed has been limited by time constraints rather
than lack of merit. I note that 13 of the baches not considered here are
already listed with Heritage NZ as a historic area.

6.6 I have considered the extent of the Coastal overlay shown on planning map
53.

6.7 The Coastal overlay covers all of the existing baches, and stops at the edge
of the New Bach Zone.

6.8 This results in one set of rules proposed for existing baches in chapter 19
Coastal, and a different set proposed for future structures in chapter 14
Residential New Bach Zone.

6.9 I support realignment of the Coastal overlay boundary to adjacent the front
(seaward) edge of the existing baches.

6.10 I consider such realignment of Coastal overlay boundary would facilitate
creation of a single set of zoning and rules (Taylors Mistake Bach Zone) to
cover the existing baches and the proposed New Bach Zone adjacent.

6.11 I have considered the extent of the Outstanding Natural Landscape (ONL)
overlay shown on planning map 53.

6.12 The ONL overlay covers existing baches 29-32, possibly parts of 56-85, bach
70, and part of the proposed New Bach Zone.

6.11 I support realignment of the ONL overlay to exclude the area directly
encompassing the historic structures (existing baches).

6.12 I consider such realignment of the ONL overlay boundary justified on the
basis that the area in the immediate vicinity of the grouping of existing baches
may not necessarily provide the same outstanding natural values that may be
displayed in the wider ONL.

7 RESPONSE TO EVIDENCE OF FIONA JANE WYKES
ON BEHALF OF CHRISTCHURCH CITY COUNCIL
(dated 2 December 2015)
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7.1 I support in part Fiona’s assessment and peer review that Baches 1 and 2, be
included on the Schedule of Significant Historic Heritage Places (Banks
Peninsula), due to the buildings having heritage significance.

7.2 I consider that baches 1 & 2 may also meet the criteria for having high
significance on the basis of their importance to the identity of the area.

7.3 Further information is provided on baches 32, 33, 40 & 57 to demonstrate that
these buildings meet the criteria for listing individually on the Schedule of
Significant Historic Heritage Places. The assessment sheets for each of these
individual baches, and further 7, form the appendices to my evidence.

8. HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE

8.1 Baches have historical and social significance for their association with the
development of Taylors Mistake as a holiday destination and the families who
built them and their past and current association with the lifeguard service
provided by the Taylors Mistake Surf Lifesaving Club

8.2 The bach settlement at Taylors Mistake, including Boulder Bay and Hobsons
Bay, dates from the 1890s. By 1911 there were 30 baches in the locale, many
of them cave dwellings.

8.3 In 1916 many of the bach owners founded the Taylors Mistake Surf
Lifesaving Club in response to the dangerous conditions often present at the
bay. For example  George Haxell, who built at least 3 of the baches including
30, 31 and 32, was a co-founder and initial treasurer of the Taylors Mistake
Surf Lifesaving Club in 1916, and remained a member all his life. When he
passed away in 1988 aged 99, he was still patron of the Club, a position he
had filled for 31 years. His name and contribution over a lifetime of
involvement with Taylors Mistake are recorded in many historical documents
about the area.

8.4 Being a bay head beach, rip currents are the cause of most rescues at
Taylors Mistake. Figures kept by the Surf Lifesaving Assocaition of NZ show
that the numbers of people rescued annually at Taylors Mistake are
signifcant, for instance in 1980, the busiest season on record,  128 rescues
were recorded, which is 26% ot total rescues in NZ.

8.5 In the 100 years since its foundation, bachholders have remained the
backbone of the surf club. For example the current Club President is owner of
Bach 42, the immediate past President (myself) family owns bach 44, the
current Treasurer is owner of bach 41, and the current club captain was born
in bach 28.

8.6 Although alterations and additions were made to various dwellings in the
decades after World War II, most construction took place in the 1910s, 1920s
and 1930s. By the beginning of World War II there were 72 baches in the bay.
Most were used as holiday homes by working class Christchurch families,
who spent their summers at the bay.

8.7 Use of the baches during World War II was restricted with the army
occupation of Godley Head and commandeering the baches. Following the
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war, holidaymaking in Taylors Mistake resumed. By the 1980s the Taylors
Mistake baches, including those in Boulder Bay, were widely known as
representatives of a social pattern of DIY coastal holidaymaking that was
becoming increasingly rare. In 1995 the 15 baches in ‘the row’ were the first
in NZ to be listed as a heritage area with the Historic Places Trust.

8.8 The ongoing presence of the baches on public land has been a matter of
controversy, an issue of debate between central government agencies, the
local authority, and individuals. The Taylors Mistake baches illustrate the
tension that exists between the conservation of human heritage and the
conservation of natural heritage and open public spaces.

8.9 Of the original 72 baches, only 44 remain, yet together they form the largest
group of baches remaining on public land in NZ. Baches such as those at
Taylors Mistake, Hobsons Bay and Boulder Bay are becoming increasingly
rare, their modesty contrasting with more contemporary styles of coastal
holiday dwellings.

9. CULTURAL AND SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE

9.1 Baches have cultural significance for their association with the bach culture of
Taylors Mistake and a way of life that is part of New Zealand identity.
Perhaps as a result of the baches’ close proximity and shared history, bach
residents have long come together over recreational pursuits and cooperated
over matters of mutual interest. In some cases, neighbourly relations have
existed for several generations, and within families successive generations
have used the bach as a place to come together.

9.2 The bach is esteemed by the bachholders who have long contributed to the
safety and wellbeing of visitors to the area, and spent many years trying to
secure the future of the baches. The setting of the bach may also have
significance to tangata whenua as a place of seasonal food gathering of kai
moana.

9.3 There is a typical 'Kiwi' bach on display in Te papa

10. ARCHITECTURAL AND AESTHETIC SIGNIFICANCE

10.1 Taylors Mistake’s remote location in the late 1800's encouraged the use of
local materials and vernacular designs. Materials used were often local to the
region or was what could easily be transported by foot over the hill, as until
the 1930’s there was no vehicle access into the Bay.

10.2 Due to the strong relationship between the sea and the bach owners (fishing
etc), and the relative freedom they had in building of them, the baches
were sited in a ‘ribbon style’ manner along the edge of the sea.

10.3 Their architecture is simple and uncomplicated and the buildings are small
and human in scale.  The baches represent a form of ‘regionalism’ or a better
term would be ‘folk architecture’.

10.4 The traditional 'kiwi' bach has had a strong influence on New Zealand
contemporary domestic architectural style.
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10.5 An appreciation of the aesthetic values of the Taylors Mistake baches can be
seen in paintings such as the 1959 ‘untitled’ view of the row painted by Bill
Sutton and held in the collection of the Christhchurch Art Gallery, and by the
constant stream of tourist photographs appearing on social media sites such
as Twitter and Instagram. The baches have been the subject of a number of
books, articles and documentaries, and have been used as settings for films,
modelling and wedding shoots, and TV programs eg ‘What Now’.

10.5 Prior to the Canterbury Earthquakes of 2010/11 the majority of the Taylors
Mistake baches were in good repair and regular use. Damage caused by the
earthquakes was generally not substantial although some boulders fell down
behind ‘The Row’ and some of the baches were subsequently red zoned
and/or issued S124 notices.

10.6 A comparison can be made between the Baches at Taylors Mistake and
those at Rangitito Island as both were constructed over a similar time period
and both have existed under the threat of demolition.

10.7 At their peak there were a total of 140 Baches on Rangitoto Island and due to
removal of them by Department of Conservation since 1980, 35 remain - less
than a quarter of the original Bach community. In the late 1980's the Historic
Places Trust requested a moratorium be put on the demolition of the
remaining Baches and these are now being restored.

10.8 The Taylors Mistake baches represent the most intact pre World War 2 Bach
community in New Zealand.

11. CONTEXTURAL SIGNIFICANCE

11.1 The baches on the foreshore of Taylors Mistake Bay (and Hobsons Bay and
Boulder Bay) form a positive relationship with each other due to their common
construction materials, scale, proximity and age. In the case of Taylors
Mistake, their scale and siting also creates a positive dialogue with the surf
club. They have a strong relationship with the natural landscape and provide
a custodial relationship with the adjoining public space.

11.2 The late architect Ian Athfield believed that these baches’ existence is part of
the “essential character of this unique area” and “it is settlements such as
Taylors Mistake which we should build our future around rather than
condemn”, and that together these baches offer ‘a model for a positive edge
settlement’.

12. LISTING OF THE BACHES IN THE DISTRICT PLAN

12.1 I agree with the submitters and consider that it is appropriate to list the
baches as a single Historic Area within the plan.

12.2 I understand that CCC do not support this approach at this time, because the
Council needs to develop and apply a rigorous assessment methodology to
the identification of heritage areas and this work, while programmed, has not
yet been done.
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12.3 Appendix 19.5.1 schedules existing baches ‘to be removed’, subject to
weighting of criteria including heritage value. This heritage value is to be
determined via this Natural and Cultural chapter of the pDPR, and the
outcome will influence appendix 19.5.1 during the chapter 19 Coastal Zone
hearing.

12.4 I accept Fiona Wyke’s assessment of baches 1 & 2 in part. I consider baches
1 & 2 may also meet the criteria for having high significance on the basis of
their importance to the identity of the area.

12.5 I have assessed a further 11 individual baches. Where assessing individual
baches, my assessment relates to the Council’s Heritage Assessment
Methodology. I have considered this methodology and thresholds criteria for
significance or high significance for overall ‘significance’. I consider the
specific relief sought by TMA against this methodology and these criteria. I
have also considered the council’s appendix 19.5.1 describing ‘baches to be
removed’

12.5 Other baches have not been considered for individual listings due to time
constraints rather than lack of merit.

12.6 I support listing of baches 1 & 2 as historic heritage buildings of high
significance, and of baches 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 47, 49, 56, 57, 59 & 68 as
group 2 items of significance.

12.7 The assessments of these 11 baches are a work in progress, with some
research yet to be completed, peer reviews underway, and conclusions
subject to a site visit with CCC, scheduled for Jan 09 and/or Jan 12.

13 SUMMARY OF BACHES SUBMITTED FOR LISTING AS HERITAGE ITEM
(SEE APPENDICES FOR MORE DETAIL ON EACH)

13.1 BACH 1
I accept Fiona Wyke’s evidence and consider baches 1 & 2 may also meet
the criteria for having high significance on the basis of their importance to the
identity of the area.

13.2 BACH 2
I accept Fiona Wyke’s evidence and consider baches 1 & 2 may also meet
the criteria for having high significance on the basis of their importance to the
identity of the area.

13.3 BACH 28
Bach 28 and its setting is of overall heritage significance to Christchurch,
including Banks Peninsula. The bach has historical and social significance for
its construction from modest and found materials, its tiny size, and the
ongoing involvement of its owners in the Taylors Mistake Surf Lifesaving
Club. Bach 28 has cultural significance as a demonstration of the way of life
of the early bach builders and holidaymakers, and architectural and aesthetic
value for its site specific vernacular design. The bach and its setting has
contextual significance in relation to other baches in the bay, especially the
other ‘Pilgrims Way’ baches built on the cliff to the Northwest of ‘The Row’,
and the wider Taylors Mistake area.
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13.4 BACH 30
Bach 30 and its setting is of overall heritage significance to Christchurch,
including Banks Peninsula. The bach has historical and social significance for
its association with the development of the Taylors Mistake bach community
and its construction in c.1909 from found materials, including an old train
carriage, and the ongoing involvement of its owners, including George Haxell,
in the Taylors Mistake Surf Lifesaving Club. Bach 30 has cultural significance
as a demonstration of the way of life of the early bach builders and
holidaymakers, and architectural and aesthetic value for its site specific
vernacular design. Bach 30 has technological and craftsmanship significance
for its construction using a recycled railway carriage. The bach and its setting
has contextual significance in relation to other baches in the bay, especially
the other baches built on the cliff to the northwest of ‘The Row’, and the wider
Taylors Mistake area.

13.5 BACH 31
Bach 31 and its setting is of overall heritage significance to Christchurch,
including Banks Peninsula. The bach has historical and social significance for
its construction in c.1944 by an early bach builder, George Haxell, and the
ongoing involvement of its owners in the Taylors Mistake Surf Lifesaving
Club. Bach 31 has cultural significance as a demonstration of the ingenuity
and way of life of the early bach builders and holidaymakers, and
architectural and aesthetic value for its distinctive Art Deco design. Bach 31
has technological and craftsmanship significance for its concrete construction
using locally-source materials. The bach and its setting has contextual
significance in relation to other baches in the bay, especially the other baches
built on and into the rocky cliffs to the northwest of the Row, and the wider
Taylors Mistake area.

13.6 BACH 32
Bach 32 and its setting is of overall heritage significance to Christchurch,
including Banks Peninsula. The bach has historical and social significance for
its post-war construction by Messrs Haxell and Hodge, who played an
important role in the establishment of the Taylors Mistake Surf Lifesaving
Club. Bach 32 has cultural significance as a demonstration of the way of life
of the post-war bach builders and holidaymakers, and architectural and
aesthetic value for its vernacular design. The bach and its setting has
contextual value in relation to other baches in the bay, especially the other
baches built on the cliff to the Northwest of ‘The Row’, and the wider Taylors
Mistake area.

13.7 BACH 33
Bach 33 and its setting is of overall heritage significance to Christchurch,
including Banks Peninsula. The bach has historical and social significance for
its construction in c.1920 and later association with Barbara Carter and
Margaret Campbell. Bach 33 has cultural significance as a demonstration of
the way of life of the early bach builders and holidaymakers, and architectural
and aesthetic value for its vernacular design. The bach and its setting has
contextual value in relation to other baches in the bay, especially the other
baches built at the beginning of the ‘pilgrims way’ to the northwest of ‘The
Row’, and the wider Taylors Mistake area.

13.8 BACH 47
Bach 47 and its setting is of overall heritage significance to Christchurch,
including Banks Peninsula. The bach has historical and social significance for
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its construction in 1924 and the ongoing involvement of its owners, including
the McClurg family, in the Taylors Mistake Surf Llifesaving Club. Bach 47 at
23 m2 is one of the smallest of the baches in ‘The Row’. It has cultural
significance as a demonstration of the ingenuity and way of life of the early
bach builders and holidaymakers, and architectural and aesthetic value for its
largely original form as a vernacular building type from the early 1920s. Bach
47 has technological and craftsmanship significance for its lightweight timber
construction and its quality of detailing and materials. The bach and its setting
has contextual significance in relation to the other baches in the bay, and its
prominence as the first bach on one end of ‘The Row’.

13.9 BACH 49
Bach 49 and its setting is of overall heritage significance to Christchurch,
including Banks Peninsula. The bach has historical and social significance for
its original construction as a cave dwelling, from modest and found materials,
its small size, and the ongoing involvement of its owners oncluding many
members of the Mc Clurg family, in the Taylors Mistake Surf Lifesaving Club.
Bach 49 has cultural significance as a demonstration of the way of life of the
early bach builders and holidaymakers, and architectural and aesthetic
significance for its representative site specific vernacular design. The bach
and its setting has contextual significance in relation to other baches in the
bay, especially the other Taylors Mistake baches built into the cliff along the
beach edge, and the wider Taylors Mistake area.

13.10 BACH 56
Bach 56 has cultural significance as a demonstration of the way of life of the
early bach builders and holidaymakers, historical and social significance for
its original construction as a cave bach, and the ongoing involvement of its
owners including Bob and Nan Russell in the Taylors Mistake Surf Lifesaving
club. It has architectural and aesthetic significance for its representative site
specific vernacular design. The bach and its setting has contextual value in
relation to other baches in the bay, especially the other baches built on the
promontory to Hobsons Bay, and the wider Taylors Mistake area.

13.11 BACH 57
Bach 57 and its setting is of overall heritage significance to Christchurch,
including Banks Peninsula. The bach has historical and social significance for
its construction in c.1890 from modest and found materials, and the ongoing
involvement of its owners in the Taylors Mistake Surf Lifesaving club. With
the development of the bach community of Taylors Mistake. Bach 57 has
cultural significance as a demonstration of the way of life of the early bach
builders and holidaymakers, and architectural and aesthetic significance for
its representative site specific and modest design. The bach and its setting
has contextual value in relation to other baches in the bay, especially the
other baches built on the promontory with Hobsons Bay, and the wider
Taylors Mistake area.

13.12 BACH 59
Bach 59 and its setting is of overall heritage significance to Christchurch,
including Banks Peninsula. The bach has historical and social significance for
its construction as a holiday retreat, from modest and found materials
recycled from a pharmacy in Sydenham, its tiny size, and the ongoing
involvement of its owners in the Taylors Mistake Surf Lifesaving club. Bach
59 has cultural significance as a demonstration of the way of life of the early
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DISTRICT PLAN – LISTED HERITAGE PLACE
HERITAGE ASSESSMENT – STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

BACH 28 AND SETTING, TAYLORSMISTAKE

PHOTOGRAPH: UPDATE PHOTOGRAPH TO BE SUPPLIED

HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE
Historical and social values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular person,
group, organisation, institution, event, phase or activity; the continuity and/or change of a
phase or activity; social, historical, traditional, economic, political or other patterns.

Bach 28 has historical and social significance for its association with the development of
Taylors Mistake as a holiday destination and the families who built it and have stayed in it
since. Little is known of the origins of Bach 28 other than that it was purchased after the war
by Dave and Penny Bradley , who were and remain heavily involved in the Taylors Mistake
Surf Lifesaving Club. Daughter Tisha  Bradley-Jamieson, who was born in #28, is club
president at the time of writing (which coincides with the club’s 100 year anniversary). The
subsequent and current owners are Di and Trevor Graham, who also have a very long family
association with the baches and the surf club, Di’s parents being the McClurgs who
purchased bach 49 in 1967.

There was no known Māori settlement of Taylor’s Mistake, although it is known as Te
Onepoto (Short Beach). As with other bays in the area, it would have been used for food
gathering and shelter by local Māori.

It was used by early European settlers for the same purpose. Recreational fishermen would
spend the weekend in the caves. The natural shelter of the many caves in the bay enabled
the visitors to stay without having to face the walk back home after fishing all day.

The first permanent settlement in the bay was established by Christchurch painter Tom
Archbold in 1879. This settlement was to the south of Taylor’s Mistake, not far from Boulder
Bay.

An engraver by the name of A.P. Osborn (commonly mis-spelt Osborne) was the second
person to establish a property within the caves of Taylor’s. He built just north of Archbold’s
dwelling and even established a telephone link of sorts between the two properties using
lemonade bottles as insulators. Known as The Pilgrim, he was to become one of the most
well known figures in the bay, as well as a founding member of the Surf Club. Pilgrims Rest
as his property was known, became a popular spot for visitors, but this popularity required
Osborn to continually work on the track (known as the ‘Pilgrims Way’ to provide safer access.
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It is believed that he worked on the track for over 20 years.

The most famous cave dwelling of Taylor’s Mistake was the Hermitage. Jesse Worgan, a
Christchurch dentist was the original owner for about 15 years before he sold it to Frederick
Simpson in the early 1920s. This dwelling reached back 19 metres into the cave, was 9
metres wide and 5 metres high. There was also a small cave next door that was used as a
bedroom for female visitors. The contents of the Hermitage were mostly floated around from
Sumner by raft on rare calm days and included a 3 metre oak table and chairs, a settee,
sideboards for crockery, bunks, an Edison cylinder phonogram, a crystal set radio and an
upright piano. The dwelling itself was mostly constructed from souvenir materials from
the 1906 Exhibition and the old Fullers Theatre.

By 1911 there were 30 baches in the locale, many of them cave dwellings. The first hut
appeared in ‘Rotten Row’ in 1913, built by blacksmith Bill Stevens. Stevens’ motivation for
building a more solid structure was due to a stampede of cattle that destroyed his tent one
evening while on one of his many rabbiting trips to the bay. By 1920 another dozen or so
baches had appeared.

In 1916 many of the bach owners became founding members of the Taylors Mistake Surf
Lifesaving Club. In the 100 years since, bachholders have remained the backbone of the surf
club, most positions of office having been filled by members of the bach community.

Although alterations and additions were made to various dwellings in the decades after World
War II, most construction took place in the 1910s, 1920s and 1930s. By the beginning of
World War II there were 72 baches in the bay. Most were used as holiday homes by
Christchurch families, who spent their summers at the bay.

During the depression some returned soldiers lived in the Taylors Mistake baches,
establishing a supportive and peaceful community. Use of the baches during World War II
was restricted with the army occupation of Godley Head and commandeering use of the
baches. During this time a tank trap was dug around the back of the baches to prevent
Japanese tanks ascending the hill. Following the war, holidaymaking in Taylors Mistake
resumed. In the 1980s the Taylors Mistake baches became widely recognised as
representatives of a social pattern of DIY coastal holidaymaking that was becoming
increasingly rare.

The ongoing presence of the baches on public land has been a matter of controversy, an
issue of debate between central government agencies, the local authority, and individuals.
The Taylors Mistake baches illustrate the tension that exists between the conservation of
human heritage and the conservation of natural heritage and open public spaces.

Of the original 72 baches, only 45 remain, yet together they form the largest group of baches
remaining on public land in NZ. Baches such as those at Taylors Mistake, Hobsons Bay and
Boulder Bay are becoming increasingly rare, their modesty contrasting with more
contemporary styles of coastal holiday dwellings.

CULTURAL AND SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE
Cultural and spiritual values that demonstrate or are associated with the distinctive
characteristics of a way of life, philosophy, tradition, religion, or other belief, including: the
symbolic or commemorative value of the place; significance to Tangata Whenua; and/or
associations with an identifiable group and esteemed by this group for its cultural values.

Bach 28 has cultural significance for its association with the bach culture of Taylors Mistake
and a way of life that is part of New Zealand identity. Perhaps as a result of the baches’ close
proximity and shared history, bach residents have long come together over recreational
pursuits and cooperated over matters of mutual interest. In some cases, neighbourly relations
have existed for several generations, and within families successive generations have used
the bach as a place to come together.
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The bach is esteemed by the bachholders who have long contributed to the safety and
wellbeing of visitors to the area, and spent many years trying to secure the future of the
baches. The setting of the bach may also have significance to tangata whenua as a place of
seasonal food gathering of kai moana.

ARCHITECTURAL AND AESTHETIC SIGNIFICANCE
Architectural and aesthetic values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular style,
period or designer, design values, form, scale, colour, texture and material of the place.

Bach 28 has architectural value as an example of a vernacular holiday dwelling, built from
low-cost materials to fit into its environment. Taylors Mistake’s remote location encouraged
the use of local materials, and occasionally the use of shoreline caves, for bach construction.
Everything had to be brought in by either boat or foot – including cast-iron water tanks,
cement to weatherproof the walls, roofing iron and, eventually, fridges.

** add descriptive sentences here – exterior and interior

An appreciation of the aesthetic values of the Taylors Mistake baches may be seen in
paintings by Elizabeth Kelly, Francis Shurrock, and others, and in the constant stream of
tourist photographs appearing on social media sites such as twitter and instagram. The
baches have also been the subject of a number of magazine articles, books and
documentaries, including articles in ‘the Listener’, ‘NZ Life and Leisure’, and a documentary
by TVNZ. They have also been used as settings for films, modelling and wedding shoots, and
TV programs eg ‘What Now’. ‘The Row’ adjacent bach 28 features in the 1959 untiltled
painting of ‘the row’ by Bill Sutton, held in the collection of the Christchurch Art Gallery,

Prior to the Canterbury Earthquakes of 2010/11 the Taylors Mistake baches were all in good
repair and regular use. Damage caused by the earthquakes was not substantial although
some boulders fell down behind ‘The Row’ and some of the baches were subsequently red
zoned and/or issued S124 notices.

TECHNOLOGICAL AND CRAFTSMANSHIP SIGNIFICANCE
Technological and craftsmanship values that demonstrate or are associated with: the nature
and use of materials, finishes and/or technological or constructional methods which were
innovative, or of notable quality for the period.

Bach 28 has technological and craftsmanship value for its ability to demonstrate early
twentieth century vernacular construction methods that needed to be resilient to withstand
exposure to the coastal marine environment and flexible to be able to accommodate the
materials the bachholders could transport to this location.

CONTEXTUAL SIGNIFICANCE
Contextual values that demonstrate or are associated with: a relationship to the environment
(constructed and natural), a landscape, setting, group, precinct or streetscape; a degree of
consistency in terms of type, scale, form, materials, texture, colour, style and/or detail;
recognised landmarks and landscape which are recognised and contribute to the unique
identity of the environment.

Bach 28 has contextual significance for its relationship to the coastal marine environment and
the other baches that make up the Taylor’s Mistake bach settlement. It is built into and on top
of the cliff, directly above the tide line and the (now demolished) cave bach ‘Te Ana’ (bach
29). Bach 28 is the last of the surviving Taylors Mistake baches on the historic ‘Pilgrims Trail’
to Boulder Bay and the Godley Lighthouse/gun emplacements. Typical of many of the Taylors
Mistake baches, the delineation between public and private space, and between neighbouring
buildings, is ambiguous in this location.

The baches on the foreshore of Taylors Mistake Bay (and Hobsons Bay and Boulder Bay)
form a positive relationship with each other due to their common construction materials,
scale, proximity and age. In the case of Taylors Mistake, their scale and siting also creates a
positive dialogue with the surf club. They have a strong relationship with the natural
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landscape and provide a custodial relationship with the adjoining public space. The late
architect Ian Athfield believed that these baches’ existence is part of the “essential character
of this unique area” and “it is settlements such as Taylors Mistake which we should build our
future around rather than condemn”; together these baches offer ‘a model for a positive edge
settlement’.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SIGNIFICANCE
Archaeological or scientific values that demonstrate or are associated with: the potential to
provide information through physical or scientific evidence an understanding about social
historical, cultural, spiritual, technological or other values of past events, activities, structures
or people.

Bach 28 and its setting is of archaeological value because it has the potential to provide
archaeological evidence relating to past building construction methods and materials, and
human activity on the site, including that which occurred prior to 1900.

ASSESSMENT STATEMENT

Bach 28 and its setting is of overall heritage significance to Christchurch, including Banks
Peninsula. The bach has historical and social significance for its construction from modest
and found materials, its tiny size, and the ongoing involvement of its owners in the Taylors
Mistake Surf Lifesaving Club. Bach 28 has cultural significance as a demonstration of the way
of life of the early bach builders and holidaymakers, and architectural and aesthetic value for
its site specific vernacular design. The bach and its setting has contextual significance in
relation to other baches in the bay, especially the other ‘Pilgrims Way’ baches built on the cliff
to the Northwest of ‘The Row’, and the wider Taylors Mistake area.
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DISTRICT PLAN – LISTED HERITAGE PLACE
HERITAGE ASSESSMENT – STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

BACH 30 AND SETTING, TAYLORSMISTAKE

PHOTOGRAPH: UPDATE PHOTOGRAPH TO BE SUPPLIED

HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE
Historical and social values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular person,
group, organisation, institution, event, phase or activity; the continuity and/or change of a
phase or activity; social, historical, traditional, economic, political or other patterns.

Bach 30 has historical and social significance for its association with the development of
Taylors Mistake as a holiday destination and the families who built it and have stayed in it
since. It was built in c.1909 and was originally a rail carriage lifted in to position by hand with
the help of an “A-frame” hoist.

Previous occupants of Bach 30 include George Haxell, a President, Life Member and Patron
of the Taylors Mistake Life Saving Club, J Lockhart who applied for a licence in c.1929, and
Noel Chambers, who was a gold medal winning relay swimmer at the 1950 Commonwealth
Games. Since 1974 the bach owners have been the Rahurahu family, who first came to the
bay for health reasons. The Rahurahu children went on to win NZ titles in swimming and surf
lifesaving, and were responsible for joining up many new members to the Taylors Mistake
Surf Club, eg. Guy Saxton, Michael Boumeester.

There was no known Māori settlement of Taylor’s Mistake, although it is known as Te
Onepoto (Short Beach). As with other bays in the area, it would have been used for food
gathering and shelter by local Māori.

It was used by early European settlers for the same purpose. Recreational fishermen would
spend the weekend in the caves. The natural shelter of the many caves in the bay enabled
the visitors to stay without having to face the walk back home after fishing all day.

The first permanent settlement in the bay was established by Christchurch painter Tom
Archbold in 1879. This settlement was to the south of Taylor’s Mistake, not far from Boulder
Bay. An engraver by the name of A.P. Osborn (commonly mis-spelt Osborne) was the second
person to establish a property within the caves of Taylor’s. He built just north of Archbold’s
dwelling and even established a telephone link of sorts between the two properties using
lemonade bottles as insulators. Known as The Pilgrim, he was to become one of the most
well known figures in the bay, as well as a founding member of the Surf Club. Pilgrims Rest
as his property was known, became a popular spot for visitors, but this popularity required
Osborn to continually work on the track (known as the ‘Pilgrims Way’ to provide safer access.
It is believed that he worked on the track for over 20 years.
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The most famous cave dwelling of Taylor’s Mistake was the Hermitage. Jesse Worgan, a
Christchurch dentist was the original owner for about 15 years before he sold it to Frederick
Simpson in the early 1920s. This dwelling reached back 19 metres into the cave, was 9
metres wide and 5 metres high. There was also a small cave next door that was used as a
bedroom for female visitors. The contents of the Hermitage were mostly floated around from
Sumner by raft on rare calm days and included a 3 metre oak table and chairs, a settee,
sideboards for crockery, bunks, an Edison cylinder phonogram, a crystal set radio and an
upright piano. The dwelling itself was mostly constructed from souvenir materials from
the 1906 Exhibition and the old Fullers Theatre.

By 1911 there were 30 baches in the locale, many of them cave dwellings. The first hut
appeared in ‘Rotten Row’ in 1913, built by blacksmith Bill Stevens. Stevens’ motivation for
building a more solid structure was due to a stampede of cattle that destroyed his tent one
evening while on one of his many rabbiting trips to the bay. By 1920 another dozen or so
baches had appeared.

In 1916 many of the bach owners became founding members of the Taylors Mistake Surf
Lifesaving Club. In the 100 years since, bachholders have remained the backbone of the surf
club, most positions of office having been filled by members of the bach community.

Although alterations and additions were made to various dwellings in the decades after World
War II, most construction took place in the 1910s, 1920s and 1930s. By the beginning of
World War II there were 72 baches in the bay. Most were used as holiday homes by
Christchurch families, who spent their summers at the bay.

During the depression some returned soldiers lived in the Taylors Mistake baches,
establishing a supportive and peaceful community. Use of the baches during World War II
was restricted with the army occupation of Godley Head and commandeering use of the
baches. During this time a tank trap was dug around the back of the baches to prevent
Japanese tanks ascending the hill. Following the war, holidaymaking in Taylors Mistake
resumed. In the 1980s the Taylors Mistake baches became widely recognised as
representatives of a social pattern of DIY coastal holidaymaking that was becoming
increasingly rare.

The ongoing presence of the baches on public land has been a matter of controversy, an
issue of debate between central government agencies, the local authority, and individuals.
The Taylors Mistake baches illustrate the tension that exists between the conservation of
human heritage and the conservation of natural heritage and open public spaces.

Of the original 72 baches, only 45 remain, yet together they form the largest group of baches
remaining on public land in NZ. Baches such as those at Taylors Mistake, Hobsons Bay and
Boulder Bay are becoming increasingly rare, their modesty contrasting with more
contemporary styles of coastal holiday dwellings.

CULTURAL AND SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE
Cultural and spiritual values that demonstrate or are associated with the distinctive
characteristics of a way of life, philosophy, tradition, religion, or other belief, including: the
symbolic or commemorative value of the place; significance to Tangata Whenua; and/or
associations with an identifiable group and esteemed by this group for its cultural values.

Bach 30 has cultural significance for its association with the bach culture of Taylors Mistake
and a way of life that is part of New Zealand identity. Perhaps as a result of the baches’ close
proximity and shared history, bach residents have long come together over recreational
pursuits and cooperated over matters of mutual interest. In some cases, neighbourly relations
have existed for several generations, and within families successive generations have used
the bach as a place to come together.

The bach is esteemed by the bachholders who have long contributed to the safety and
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wellbeing of visitors to the area, and spent many years trying to secure the future of the
baches. The setting of the bach may also have significance to tangata whenua as a place of
seasonal food gathering of kai moana.

ARCHITECTURAL AND AESTHETIC SIGNIFICANCE
Architectural and aesthetic values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular style,
period or designer, design values, form, scale, colour, texture and material of the place.

Bach 30 has architectural value as an example of a vernacular holiday dwelling, built from
low-cost materials to fit into its environment. Taylors Mistake’s remote location encouraged
the use of local materials, and occasionally the use of shoreline caves, for bach construction.
Everything had to be brought in by either boat or foot – including cast-iron water tanks,
cement to weatherproof the walls, roofing iron and, eventually, fridges.

Built of hardwood, the current living area still remains essentially original. Add further int/ext
detail here – with detail as to how rail carriage affects design/plan and to what extent it is still
legible within the building

An appreciation of the aesthetic values of the Taylors Mistake baches may be seen in
paintings by Bill Sutton, Elizabeth Kelly, Francis Shurrock, and others, and in the constant
stream of tourist photographs appearing on social media sites such as twitter and instagram.
The baches have also been the subject of a number of magazine articles, books and
documentaries, including articles in ‘the Listener’, ‘NZ Life and Leisure’, and a documentary
by TVNZ. They have also been used as settings for films, modelling and wedding shoots, and
TV programs eg ‘What Now’. ‘The Row’ adjacent #30 features in the 1959 untiltled painting of
the baches by Bill Sutton, held in the collection of the Christchurch Art Gallery,
.
Prior to the Canterbury Earthquakes of 2010/11 the Taylors Mistake baches were all in good
repair and regular use. Damage caused by the earthquakes was not substantial although
some boulders fell down behind ‘The Row’ and some of the baches were subsequently red
zoned and/or issued S124 notices.

TECHNOLOGICAL AND CRAFTSMANSHIP SIGNIFICANCE
Technological and craftsmanship values that demonstrate or are associated with: the nature
and use of materials, finishes and/or technological or constructional methods which were
innovative, or of notable quality for the period.

Bach 30 has technological and craftsmanship significance for its ability to demonstrate early
twentieth century vernacular construction methods that needed to be resilient to withstand
exposure to the coastal marine environment and able to accommodate the materials the
bachholders could transport to this location, including a former railway carriage.

CONTEXTUAL SIGNIFICANCE
Contextual values that demonstrate or are associated with: a relationship to the environment
(constructed and natural), a landscape, setting, group, precinct or streetscape; a degree of
consistency in terms of type, scale, form, materials, texture, colour, style and/or detail;
recognised landmarks and landscape which are recognised and contribute to the unique
identity of the environment.

Bach 30 has contextual significance for its relationship to the coastal marine environment and
the other baches that make up the Taylor’s Mistake bach settlement. It is built into the cliff,
directly above the tide line and adjacent the remains of the (now demolished) cave bach ‘Te
Ana’. Bach 30 flanks the beginning of the historic ‘Pilgrims Trail’ to Boulder Bay and the
Godley Lighthouse/gun emplacements. Typical of many of the Taylors Mistake baches, the
delineation between public and private space, and between neighbouring buildings, is
ambiguous in this location.

The baches on the foreshore of Taylors Mistake Bay (and Hobsons Bay and Boulder Bay)
form a positive relationship with each other due to their common construction materials,
scale, proximity and age. In the case of Taylors Mistake, their scale and siting also creates a
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positive dialogue with the surf club. They have a strong relationship with the natural
landscape and provide a custodial relationship with the adjoining public space.
The late architect Ian Athfield believed that these baches’ existence is part of the “essential
character of this unique area” and “it is settlements such as Taylors Mistake which we should
build our future around rather than condemn”; together these baches offer ‘a model for a
positive edge settlement’.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SIGNIFICANCE
Archaeological or scientific values that demonstrate or are associated with: the potential to
provide information through physical or scientific evidence an understanding about social
historical, cultural, spiritual, technological or other values of past events, activities, structures
or people.

Bach 30 and its setting is of archaeological value because it has the potential to provide
archaeological evidence relating to past building construction methods and materials, and
human activity on the site, including that which occurred prior to 1900.

ASSESSMENT STATEMENT

Bach 30 and its setting is of overall heritage significance to Christchurch, including Banks
Peninsula. The bach has historical and social significance for its association with the
development of the Taylors Mistake bach community and its construction in c.1909 from
found materials, including an old train carriage, and the ongoing involvement of its owners in
the Taylors Mistake Surf Lifesaving Club. Bach 30 has cultural significance as a
demonstration of the way of life of the early bach builders and holidaymakers, and
architectural and aesthetic value for its site specific vernacular design. Bach 30 has
technological and craftsmanship significance for its construction using a recycled railway
carriage. The bach and its setting has contextual significance in relation to other baches in
the bay, especially the other baches built on the cliff to the northwest of ‘The Row’, and the
wider Taylors Mistake area.
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DISTRICT PLAN – LISTED HERITAGE PLACE
HERITAGE ASSESSMENT – STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

BACH 31 AND SETTING, TAYLORSMISTAKE

PHOTOGRAPH: UPDATE PHOTOGRAPH TO BE SUPPLIED

HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE
Historical and social values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular person,
group, organisation, institution, event, phase or activity; the continuity and/or change of a
phase or activity; social, historical, traditional, economic, political or other patterns.

Bach 31 has historical and social significance for its association with the development of
Taylors Mistake as a holiday destination and the families who built it and have stayed in it
since. An earlier bach on the site was built from timber in 1916 by George W. Haxell, co-
founder and original treasurer of the Taylors Mistake Life-saving Association. It was burned
down by vandals and subsequently rebuilt by Mr Haxell in permanent materials in 1944. Mr
Haxell remained a patron of the association until his death in 1988, aged 99, and his name
and contribution over a lifetime of involvement with Taylors Mistake are recorded in many
historical documents about the area.

There was no known Māori settlement of Taylor’s Mistake, although it is known as Te
Onepoto (Short Beach). As with other bays in the area, it would have been used for food
gathering and shelter by local Māori.

It was used by early European settlers for the same purpose. Recreational fishermen would
spend the weekend in the caves. The natural shelter of the many caves in the bay enabled
the visitors to stay without having to face the walk back home after fishing all day.

The first permanent settlement in the bay was established by Christchurch painter Tom
Archbold in 1879. This settlement was to the south of Taylor’s Mistake, not far from Boulder
Bay. An engraver by the name of A.P. Osborn (commonly mis-spelt Osborne) was the second
person to establish a property within the caves of Taylor’s. He built just north of Archbold’s
dwelling and even established a telephone link of sorts between the two properties using
lemonade bottles as insulators. Known as The Pilgrim, he was to become one of the most
well known figures in the bay, as well as a founding member of the Surf Club. Pilgrims Rest
as his property was known, became a popular spot for visitors, but this popularity required
Osborn to continually work on the track (known as the ‘Pilgrims Way’ to provide safer access.
It is believed that he worked on the track for over 20 years.
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The most famous cave dwelling of Taylor’s Mistake was the Hermitage. Jesse Worgan, a
Christchurch dentist was the original owner for about 15 years before he sold it to Frederick
Simpson in the early 1920s. This dwelling reached back 19 metres into the cave, was 9
metres wide and 5 metres high. There was also a small cave next door that was used as a
bedroom for female visitors. The contents of the Hermitage were mostly floated around from
Sumner by raft on rare calm days and included a 3 metre oak table and chairs, a settee,
sideboards for crockery, bunks, an Edison cylinder phonogram, a crystal set radio and an
upright piano. The dwelling itself was mostly constructed from souvenir materials from
the 1906 Exhibition and the old Fullers Theatre.

By 1911 there were 30 baches in the locale, many of them cave dwellings. The first hut
appeared in ‘Rotten Row’ in 1913, built by blacksmith Bill Stevens. Stevens’ motivation for
building a more solid structure was due to a stampede of cattle that destroyed his tent one
evening while on one of his many rabbiting trips to the bay. By 1920 another dozen or so
baches had appeared.

In 1916 many of the bach owners became founding members of the Taylors Mistake Surf
Lifesaving Club. In the 100 years since, bachholders have remained the backbone of the surf
club, most positions of office having been filled by members of the bach community.

Although alterations and additions were made to various dwellings in the decades after World
War II, most construction took place in the 1910s, 1920s and 1930s. By the beginning of
World War II there were 72 baches in the bay. Most were used as holiday homes by
Christchurch families, who spent their summers at the bay.

Use of the baches during World War II was restricted with the army occupation of Godley
Head and commandeering use of the baches. Following the war, holidaymaking in Taylors
Mistake resumed. By the 1980s the Taylors Mistake baches, including those in Boulder Bay,
were widely known as representatives of a social pattern of DIY coastal holidaymaking that
was becoming increasingly rare.

The ongoing presence of the baches on public land has been a matter of controversy, an
issue of debate between central government agencies, the local authority, and individuals.
The Taylors Mistake baches illustrate the tension that exists between the conservation of
human heritage and the conservation of natural heritage and open public spaces.

Of the original 72 baches, only 45 remain, yet together they form the largest group of baches
remaining on public land in NZ. Baches such as those at Taylors Mistake, Hobsons Bay and
Boulder Bay are becoming increasingly rare, their modesty contrasting with more
contemporary styles of coastal holiday dwellings.

CULTURAL AND SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE
Cultural and spiritual values that demonstrate or are associated with the distinctive
characteristics of a way of life, philosophy, tradition, religion, or other belief, including: the
symbolic or commemorative value of the place; significance to Tangata Whenua; and/or
associations with an identifiable group and esteemed by this group for its cultural values.

Bach 31 has cultural significance for its association with the bach culture of Taylors Mistake
and a way of life that is part of New Zealand identity. Perhaps as a result of the baches’ close
proximity and shared history, bach residents have long come together over recreational
pursuits and cooperated over matters of mutual interest. In some cases, neighbourly relations
have existed for several generations, and within families successive generations have used
the bach as a place to come together.

The bach is esteemed by the bachholders who have long contributed to the safety and
wellbeing of visitors to the area, and spent many years trying to secure the future of the
baches. The setting of the bach may also have significance to tangata whenua as a place of
seasonal food gathering of kai moana.
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ARCHITECTURAL AND AESTHETIC SIGNIFICANCE
Architectural and aesthetic values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular style,
period or designer, design values, form, scale, colour, texture and material of the place.

Bach 31 has architectural and aesthetic value as the only Art Deco bach at Taylors Mistake.
Taylors Mistake’s remote location encouraged the use of local materials and vernacular
designs but the style of this bach shows the influence of a contemporary domestic
architectural style.

** add descriptive sentences here – exterior and interior

An appreciation of the aesthetic values of the Taylors Mistake baches may be seen in
paintings by Elizabeth Kelly, Francis Shurrock, and others. #31 features in the 1959 untiltled
painting of ‘the row’ by Bill Sutton, held in the collection of the Christchurch Art Gallery, and in
the constant stream of tourist photographs appearing on social media sites such as twitter
and instagram. The baches have also been the subject of a number of magazine articles,
books and documentaries, including articles in ‘the Listener’, ‘NZ Life and Leisure’, and a
documentary by TVNZ. They have also been used as settings for films, modelling and
wedding shoots, and TV programs eg ‘What Now’.

Prior to the Canterbury Earthquakes of 2010/11 the Taylors Mistake baches were all in good
repair and regular use. Damage caused by the earthquakes was not substantial although
some boulders fell down behind ‘The Row’ and some of the baches were subsequently red
zoned and/or issued S124 notices.

TECHNOLOGICAL AND CRAFTSMANSHIP SIGNIFICANCE
Technological and craftsmanship values that demonstrate or are associated with: the nature
and use of materials, finishes and/or technological or constructional methods which were
innovative, or of notable quality for the period.

Bach 31 has technological and craftsmanship significance for its ability to demonstrate mid-
twentieth century vernacular construction methods that needed to be resilient to withstand
exposure to the coastal marine environment. It was built using a concrete shuttering
technique where the window sills and deco design details around windows, doors and
rooflines were cast into the formwork as it was constructed. This technique is a forerunner of
the pre-cast concrete panel system and was innovative because it utilised local stones and
rubble as infill and beach sand in the mix for the cast concrete walls. This was necessary
because the absence of vehicular access to the building site made the delivery of building
materials difficult.

CONTEXTUAL SIGNIFICANCE
Contextual values that demonstrate or are associated with: a relationship to the environment
(constructed and natural), a landscape, setting, group, precinct or streetscape; a degree of
consistency in terms of type, scale, form, materials, texture, colour, style and/or detail;
recognised landmarks and landscape which are recognised and contribute to the unique
identity of the environment.

Bach 31 has contextual significance for its relationship to the coastal marine environment and
the other baches that make up the Taylor’s Mistake bach settlement. It stands on a narrow
ledge, sandwiched between the toe of the hill and the edge of the surf. George Haxell planted
pines and macrocarpas in the early 20th century, which have grown into notable landmark
trees, and are shown in Bill Sutton’s 1959 painting of this and neighbouring baches (collection
of the Christchurch Art Gallery).

The baches on the foreshore of Taylors Mistake Bay (and Hobsons Bay and Boulder Bay)
form a positive relationship with each other due to their common construction materials,
scale, proximity and age. In the case of Taylors Mistake, their scale and siting also creates a
positive dialogue with the surf club. They have a strong relationship with the natural
landscape and provide a custodial relationship with the adjoining public space.
The late architect Ian Athfield believed that these baches’ existence is part of the “essential
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character of this unique area” and “it is settlements such as Taylors Mistake which we should
build our future around rather than condemn”, together these baches offer ‘a model for a
positive edge settlement’.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SIGNIFICANCE
Archaeological or scientific values that demonstrate or are associated with: the potential to
provide information through physical or scientific evidence an understanding about social
historical, cultural, spiritual, technological or other values of past events, activities, structures
or people.

Bach 31 and its setting is of archaeological value because it has the potential to provide
archaeological evidence relating to past building construction methods and materials, and
human activity on the site.

ASSESSMENT STATEMENT

Bach 31 and its setting is of overall heritage significance to Christchurch, including Banks
Peninsula. The bach has historical and social significance for its construction in c.1944 by an
early bach builder, George Haxell, and the ongoing involvement of its owners in the Taylors
Mistake Surf Lifesaving Club. Bach 31 has cultural significance as a demonstration of the
ingenuity and way of life of the early bach builders and holidaymakers, and architectural and
aesthetic value for its distinctive Art Deco design. Bach 31 has technological and
craftsmanship significance for its concrete construction using locally-source materials. The
bach and its setting has contextual significance in relation to other baches in the bay,
especially the other baches built on and into the rocky cliffs to the northwest of the Row, and
the wider Taylors Mistake area.
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DISTRICT PLAN – LISTED HERITAGE PLACE
HERITAGE ASSESSMENT – STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

BACH 32 AND SETTING, TAYLORSMISTAKE

PHOTOGRAPH: UPDATE PHOTOGRAPH TO BE SUPPLIED

HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE
Historical and social values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular person,
group, organisation, institution, event, phase or activity; the continuity and/or change of a
phase or activity; social, historical, traditional, economic, political or other patterns.

Bach 32 or ‘pine cottage’ has historical and social significance for its association with the
development of Taylors Mistake as a holiday destination and the families who built it and
have stayed in it since. Originally a worker’s holiday cottage, bach 32 was constructed by
hand by George Haxell and the brothers Hodge, founders of the Taylors Mistake surf club
who also built #30 and #31. Bach 32 was constructed with recycled materials after World War
II to replace the original turn of the century cottage, which had been razed by vandals.

Bach 32 was an exact replica in plan of bach 31, but was built in timber instead of masonry.

George Haxell was a craftsman, a cabinet maker and foreman at the Christchurch railway
workshops, and George Hodge was an engineer with the tramway board. Both were also
responsible for moving two railway carriage baches into the bay on hand built rollers, a few
yards at a time, over the course of many weekends.

George Haxell also planted the towering macrocarpas and pines at this end of the bay, which
have been landmarks for over a century. Mr Haxell was a well known foreman at the railway
workshops (hence the introduction of the former tram baches in the row) and died in 1989
aged 90 +. As a result of his long involvement with the bay, other railway and tramway
workers had baches and associations in the bay and/or the surf club.

Bach 32, along with most of the others, was commandeered at 24 hrs notice by armed forces
during world war 2, and the ‘tank track’, electiricty and water reticulation are legacies
surviving from that era.

Bach 32 was purchased in ?? by the late Duncan Purse, a returned WW2 veteran who, along
with other retired servicemen, found peace and community in the bay after their return. The
continued existence of ‘foxhole #1’ directly in front of bach 32, and ‘foxhole #2’ in the dunes
further west, are testimony to the community sprit generated in those post war days at the
bay. Duncan’s second wife Rosemary Robinson wrote poetry about the area which has been
widely published.
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There was no known Māori settlement of Taylor’s Mistake, although it is known as Te
Onepoto (Short Beach). As with other bays in the area, it would have been used for food
gathering and shelter by local Māori.

It was used by early European settlers for the same purpose. Recreational fishermen would
spend the weekend in the caves. The natural shelter of the many caves in the bay enabled
the visitors to stay without having to face the walk back home after fishing all day.

The first permanent settlement in the bay was established by Christchurch painter Tom
Archbold in 1879. This settlement was to the south of Taylor’s Mistake, not far from Boulder
Bay. An engraver by the name of A.P. Osborn (commonly mis-spelt Osborne) was the second
person to establish a property within the caves of Taylor’s. He built just north of Archbold’s
dwelling and even established a telephone link of sorts between the two properties using
lemonade bottles as insulators. Known as The Pilgrim, he was to become one of the most
well known figures in the bay, as well as a founding member of the Surf Club. Pilgrims Rest
as his property was known, became a popular spot for visitors, but this popularity required
Osborn to continually work on the track (known as the ‘Pilgrims Way’ to provide safer access.
It is believed that he worked on the track for over 20 years.

The most famous cave dwelling of Taylor’s Mistake was the Hermitage. Jesse Worgan, a
Christchurch dentist was the original owner for about 15 years before he sold it to Frederick
Simpson in the early 1920s. This dwelling reached back 19 metres into the cave, was 9
metres wide and 5 metres high. There was also a small cave next door that was used as a
bedroom for female visitors. The contents of the Hermitage were mostly floated around from
Sumner by raft on rare calm days and included a 3 metre oak table and chairs, a settee,
sideboards for crockery, bunks, an Edison cylinder phonogram, a crystal set radio and an
upright piano. The dwelling itself was mostly constructed from souvenir materials from
the 1906 Exhibition and the old Fullers Theatre.

By 1911 there were 30 baches in the locale, many of them cave dwellings. The first hut
appeared in ‘Rotten Row’ in 1913, built by blacksmith Bill Stevens. Stevens’ motivation for
building a more solid structure was due to a stampede of cattle that destroyed his tent one
evening while on one of his many rabbiting trips to the bay. By 1920 another dozen or so
baches had appeared.

In 1916 many of the bach owners became founding members of the Taylors Mistake Surf
Lifesaving Club, which was integrally tied in with the bach community. In the 100 years since,
bachholders have remained the backbone of the surf club, and most positions of office have
been fllled by members of the bach community. Many baches keep tubes in or around their
baches for after hours use.

During the depression some returned soldiers lived in the Taylors Mistake baches,
establishing a supportive and peaceful community. Use of the baches during World War II
was restricted with the army occupation of Godley Head and commandeering use of the
baches. During this time a tank trap was dug around the back of the baches to prevent
Japanese tanks ascending the hill.

Following the war, holidaymaking in Taylors MIstake resumed. In the 1980s the Taylors
Mistake baches, became widely recognised as representatives of a social pattern of DIY
coastal holidaymaking that was becoming increasingly rare, with ‘The Row’ being the first
group of baches to be recognised by the Historic Places Trust with listing in 1995.

Although alterations and additions were made to various dwellings in the decades after World
War II, most construction took place in the 1910s, 1920s and 1930s. By the beginning of the
war there were 72 baches in the bay. Most were used as holiday homes by Christchurch
families, who spent their summers at the bay, taking advantage also of the tramway system
and later the motor car.

Also of significance is the bach community, which is cohesive, perhaps as a result of the
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buildings’ close proximity and ambiguity of public/private boundaries. People have shared
recreational pursuits and cooperated over matters of mutual interest. In some cases,
neighbourly relations have existed for several generations, and within families, successive
generations use the bach as a place to come together.

The ongoing presence of the baches on public land has been a matter of controversy, an
issue of debate between central government agencies, the local authority, and individuals.
The Taylors Mistake baches illustrate the tension that exists between the conservation of
human heritage and the conservation of natural heritage and open public spaces.

Of the original 72 baches, only 45 remain, yet together they form the largest group of baches
remaining on public land in NZ. Baches such as those at Taylors Mistake, Hobsons Bay and
Boulder bay are becoming increasingly rare, their modesty contrasting with more
contemporary styles of coastal holiday dwellings.

CULTURAL AND SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE
Cultural and spiritual values that demonstrate or are associated with the distinctive
characteristics of a way of life, philosophy, tradition, religion, or other belief, including: the
symbolic or commemorative value of the place; significance to Tangata Whenua; and/or
associations with an identifiable group and esteemed by this group for its cultural values.

Bach 32 has cultural significance for its association with the bach culture of Taylors Mistake
and a way of life that is part of New Zealand identity. Perhaps as a result of the baches’ close
proximity and shared history, bach residents have long come together over recreational
pursuits and cooperated over matters of mutual interest. In some cases, neighbourly relations
have existed for several generations, and within families successive generations have used
the bach as a place to come together.

The bach is esteemed by the bachholders who have long contributed to the safety and
wellbeing of visitors to the area, and spent many years trying to secure the future of the
baches. The setting of the bach may also have significance to tangata whenua as a place of
seasonal food gathering of kai moana.

ARCHITECTURAL AND AESTHETIC SIGNIFICANCE
Architectural and aesthetic values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular style,
period or designer, design values, form, scale, colour, texture and material of the place.

Bach 32 has architectural value as an example of a vernacular holiday dwelling, built from
low-cost materials to fit into its environment. It is a 2-room holiday cottage, set under notable
pines, with a tar pitched roof. Behind, for rockfall protection, sits a concrete bunk house and a
wooden tool shed with zinc roof. Bach 32 remains largely original, including windows at the
front which were recycled from a tram shelter in Cathedral Square. The tabletops rescued
from the refurbished BNZ in Cathedral Square also remain, as does the (cracked) basin in the
bedroom, reused from old railway carriages. Bach 32 differs to most of the nearby baches in
that it remains a true cottage style.

An appreciation of the aesthetic values of the Taylors Mistake baches may be seen in
paintings by Elizabeth Kelly, Francis Shurrock, and others. #32 features in the 1959 untiltled
painting of ‘the row’ by Bill Sutton, held in the collection of the Christchurch Art Gallery, and in
the constant stream of tourist photographs appearing on social media sites such as twitter
and instagram. The baches have also been the subject of a number of magazine articles,
books and documentaries, including articles in ‘the Listener’, ‘NZ Life and Leisure’, and a
documentary by TVNZ. They have also been used as settings for films, modelling and
wedding shoots, and TV programs eg ‘What Now’.

Prior to the Canterbury Earthquakes of 2010/11 the Taylors Mistake baches were all in good
repair and regular use. Damage caused by the earthquakes was not substantial although
some boulders fell down behind ‘The Row’ and some of the baches were subsequently red
zoned and/or issued S124 notices.
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TECHNOLOGICAL AND CRAFTSMANSHIP SIGNIFICANCE
Technological and craftsmanship values that demonstrate or are associated with: the nature
and use of materials, finishes and/or technological or constructional methods which were
innovative, or of notable quality for the period.

Bach 32 has technological and craftsmanship value for its ability to demonstrate post-war
vernacular construction methods that needed to be resilient to withstand exposure to the
coastal marine environment.

CONTEXTUAL SIGNIFICANCE
Contextual values that demonstrate or are associated with: a relationship to the environment
(constructed and natural), a landscape, setting, group, precinct or streetscape; a degree of
consistency in terms of type, scale, form, materials, texture, colour, style and/or detail;
recognised landmarks and landscape which are recognised and contribute to the unique
identity of the environment.

Bach 32 has contextual significance for its relationship to the coastal marine environment and
the other baches that make up the Taylor’s Mistake bach settlement. It is built on a narrow flat
strip of land, backing into the toe of the hill, and directly to the edge of the original estuary. It
is sited with respect for the topography, in relation to the sea and access to and around it.
Typical of many of the Taylors Mistake baches, the delineation between public and private
space, and between neighbouring buildings, is ambiguous in this location..

The baches on the foreshore of Taylors Mistake Bay (and Hobsons Bay and Boulder Bay)
form a positive relationship with each other due to their common construction materials,
scale, proximity and age. In the case of Taylors Mistake, their scale and siting also creates a
positive dialogue with the surf club. They have a strong relationship with the natural
landscape and provide a custodial relationship with the adjoining public space. The late
architect Ian Athfield believed that these baches’ existence is part of the “essential character
of this unique area” and “it is settlements these baches’ existence is part of the “essential
character of this unique area” and “it is settlements such as Taylors Mistake which we should
build our future around rather than condemn”, together these baches offer ‘a model for a
positive edge settlement’.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SIGNIFICANCE
Archaeological or scientific values that demonstrate or are associated with: the potential to
provide information through physical or scientific evidence an understanding about social
historical, cultural, spiritual, technological or other values of past events, activities, structures
or people.

Bach 32 and its setting is of archaeological value because it has the potential to provide
archaeological evidence relating to past building construction methods and materials, and
human activity on the site, including that which occurred prior to 1900.

ASSESSMENT STATEMENT

Bach 32 and its setting is of overall heritage significance to Christchurch, including Banks
Peninsula. The bach has historical and social significance for its post-war construction by
Messrs Haxell and Hodge, who played an important role in the establishment of the Taylors
Mistake Surf Lifesaving Club. Bach 32 has cultural significance as a demonstration of the way
of life of the post-war bach builders and holidaymakers, and architectural and aesthetic value
for its vernacular design. The bach and its setting has contextual value in relation to other
baches in the bay, especially the other baches built on the cliff to the Northwest of ‘The Row’,
and the wider Taylors Mistake area.
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DISTRICT PLAN – LISTED HERITAGE PLACE
HERITAGE ASSESSMENT – STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

BACH 33 AND SETTING, TAYLORSMISTAKE

PHOTOGRAPH: UPDATE PHOTOGRAPH TO BE SUPPLIED

HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE
Historical and social values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular person,
group, organisation, institution, event, phase or activity; the continuity and/or change of a
phase or activity; social, historical, traditional, economic, political or other patterns.

Bach 33 (Fali Laa) has historical and social significance for its association with the
development of Taylors Mistake as a holiday destination and the families who built it and
have stayed in it since. It was built in the 1920's, and  was bought by Barbara Carter in
February 1950 from Mrs I M Thompson, the license transferred by the Sumner [?] Town
Clerks Office on 22 March. The original shiplap timber bach became the weekend home for
Barbara and her lifelong friend, Margaret Campbell. Margaret's family was already a part of
the social fabric at Taylors Mistake, her father recorded as being involved in the first surf
rescue at the bay, and her family having owned a bach in one of the caves along ‘Pilgrims
Track’ on the way to Boulder Bay.

"The Girls" as they were affectionately known, had a garden at the head of the bay (behind
bach 47), and built a new lounge room onto the bach, with Council consent, in 1958. Fali Laa
became one of the social hubs of the bach community, and has remained largely unchanged
since then, including on the interior. The bach was bequeathed to current owners Ann and
Brian James by Ann’s Aunt Barbara on her death in 2002. It is still known as "The Girls
Bach".

There was no known Māori settlement of Taylor’s Mistake, although it is known as Te
Onepoto (Short Beach). As with other bays in the area, it would have been used for food
gathering and shelter by local Māori.

It was used by early European settlers for the same purpose. Recreational fishermen would
spend the weekend in the caves. The natural shelter of the many caves in the bay enabled
the visitors to stay without having to face the walk back home after fishing all day.

The first permanent settlement in the bay was established by Christchurch painter Tom
Archbold in 1879. This settlement was to the south of Taylor’s Mistake, not far from Boulder
Bay. An engraver by the name of A.P. Osborn (commonly mis-spelt Osborne) was the second
person to establish a property within the caves of Taylor’s. He built just north of Archbold’s
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dwelling and even established a telephone link of sorts between the two properties using
lemonade bottles as insulators. Known as The Pilgrim, he was to become one of the most
well known figures in the bay, as well as a founding member of the Surf Club. Pilgrims Rest
as his property was known, became a popular spot for visitors, but this popularity required
Osborn to continually work on the track (known as the ‘Pilgrims Way’ to provide safer access.
It is believed that he worked on the track for over 20 years.

The most famous cave dwelling of Taylor’s Mistake was the Hermitage. Jesse Worgan, a
Christchurch dentist was the original owner for about 15 years before he sold it to Frederick
Simpson in the early 1920s. This dwelling reached back 19 metres into the cave, was 9
metres wide and 5 metres high. There was also a small cave next door that was used as a
bedroom for female visitors. The contents of the Hermitage were mostly floated around from
Sumner by raft on rare calm days and included a 3 metre oak table and chairs, a settee,
sideboards for crockery, bunks, an Edison cylinder phonogram, a crystal set radio and an
upright piano. The dwelling itself was mostly constructed from souvenir materials from
the 1906 Exhibition and the old Fullers Theatre.

By 1911 there were 30 baches in the locale, many of them cave dwellings. The first hut
appeared in ‘Rotten Row’ in 1913, built by blacksmith Bill Stevens. Stevens’ motivation for
building a more solid structure was due to a stampede of cattle that destroyed his tent one
evening while on one of his many rabbiting trips to the bay. By 1920 another dozen or so
baches had appeared.

In 1916 many of the bach owners became founding members of the Taylors Mistake Surf
Lifesaving Club, which was integrally tied in with the bach community. In the 100 years since,
bachholders have remained the backbone of the surf club, and most positions of office have
been fllled by members of the bach community. Many baches keep tubes in or around their
baches for after hours use.

During the depression some returned soldiers lived in the Taylors Mistake baches,
establishing a supportive and peaceful community. Use of the baches during World War II
was restricted with the army occupation of Godley Head and commandeering use of the
baches. During this time a tank trap was dug around the back of the baches to prevent
Japanese tanks ascending the hill.

Following the war, holidaymaking in Taylors MIstake resumed. In the 1980s the Taylors
Mistake baches, became widely regognised as representatives of a social pattern of DIY
coastal holidaymaking that was becoming increasingly rare, with ‘The Row’ being the first
group of baches to be recognised by the Historic Places Trust with listing in 1995.

Although alterations and additions were made to various dwellings in the decades after World
War II, most construction took place in the 1910s, 1920s and 1930s. By the beginning of the
war there were 72 baches in the bay. Most were used as holiday homes by Christchurch
families, who spent their summers at the bay, taking advantage also of the tramway system
and later the motor car.

Also of significance is the bach community, which is cohesive, perhaps as a result of the
buildings’ close proximity and ambiguity of public/private boundaries. People have shared
recreational pursuits and cooperated over matters of mutual interest. In some cases,
neighbourly relations have existed for several generations, and within families, successive
generations use the bach as a place to come together.

The ongoing presence of the baches on public land has been a matter of controversy, an
issue of debate between central government agencies, the local authority, and individuals.
The Taylors Mistake baches illustrate the tension that exists between the conservation of
human heritage and the conservation of natural heritage and open public spaces.

Of the original 72 baches, only 45 remain, yet together they form the largest group of baches
remaining on public land in NZ. Baches such as those at Taylors Mistake, Hobsons Bay and
Boulder bay are becoming increasingly rare, their modesty contrasting with more
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contemporary styles of coastal holiday dwellings.

CULTURAL AND SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE
Cultural and spiritual values that demonstrate or are associated with the distinctive
characteristics of a way of life, philosophy, tradition, religion, or other belief, including: the
symbolic or commemorative value of the place; significance to Tangata Whenua; and/or
associations with an identifiable group and esteemed by this group for its cultural values.

The idea of the bach has become entrenched in contemporary NZ culture, signifying our laid
back, outdoor lifestyle and our DIY kiwi ingenuity.

Bach 33has cultural significance for its association with the bach culture of Taylors Mistake
and a way of life that is part of New Zealand identity. Perhaps as a result of the baches’ close
proximity and shared history, bach residents have long come together over recreational
pursuits and cooperated over matters of mutual interest. In some cases, neighbourly relations
have existed for several generations, and within families successive generations have used
the bach as a place to come together.

The bach is esteemed by the bachholders who have long contributed to the safety and
wellbeing of visitors to the area, and spent many years trying to secure the future of the
baches. The setting of the bach may also have significance to tangata whenua as a place of
seasonal food gathering of kai moana.

ARCHITECTURAL AND AESTHETIC SIGNIFICANCE
Architectural and aesthetic values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular style,
period or designer, design values, form, scale, colour, texture and material of the place.

Bach 33 has architectural and aesthetic value as an example of a vernacular holiday dwelling,
built from low-cost materials to fit into its environment. It is unusual for the group of baches in
that because additions were to the side rather than the front, the original form of the bach
remains visible today.

The timber, single-storey bach … ext/int description

An appreciation of the aesthetic values of the Taylors Mistake baches may be seen in
paintings by Elizabeth Kelly, Francis Shurrock, and others. #33 features in the 1959 untiltled
painting of ‘the row’ by Bill Sutton, held in the collection of the Christchurch Art Gallery, and in
the constant stream of tourist photographs appearing on social media sites such as twitter
and instagram. The baches have also been the subject of a number of magazine articles,
books and documentaries, including articles in ‘the Listener’, ‘NZ Life and Leisure’, and a
documentary by TVNZ. They have also been used as settings for films, modelling and
wedding shoots, and TV programs eg ‘What Now’.

Prior to the Canterbury Earthquakes of 2010/11 the Taylors Mistake baches were all in good
repair and regular use. Damage caused by the earthquakes was not substantial although
some boulders fell down behind ‘The Row’ and some of the baches were subsequently red
zoned and/or issued S124 notices.

TECHNOLOGICAL AND CRAFTSMANSHIP SIGNIFICANCE
Technological and craftsmanship values that demonstrate or are associated with: the nature
and use of materials, finishes and/or technological or constructional methods which were
innovative, or of notable quality for the period.

Bach 33 has technological and craftsmanship value for its ability to demonstrate early
twentieth century vernacular construction methods that needed to be resilient to withstand
exposure to the coastal marine environment and be able to accommodate the materials the
bachholders could transport to this location.

CONTEXTUAL SIGNIFICANCE
Contextual values that demonstrate or are associated with: a relationship to the environment
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(constructed and natural), a landscape, setting, group, precinct or streetscape; a degree of
consistency in terms of type, scale, form, materials, texture, colour, style and/or detail;
recognised landmarks and landscape which are recognised and contribute to the unique
identity of the environment.

Bach 33 has contextual significance for its relationship to the coastal marine environment and
the other baches that make up the Taylor’s Mistake bach settlement. It is built at the head of
the beach, positioned on a slip of land between the beginning of the ‘pilgrims track’ around
the toe of hill and the line of the tide. Typical of many of the Taylors Mistake baches, the
delineation between public and private space, and between neighbouring buildings, is
ambiguous in this location.

The baches on the foreshore of Taylors Mistake Bay (and Hobsons Bay and Boulder Bay)
form a positive relationship with each other due to their common construction materials,
scale, proximity and age. In the case of Taylors Mistake, their scale and siting also creates a
positive dialogue with the surf club. They have a strong relationship with the natural
landscape and provide a custodial relationship with the adjoining public space.
The late architect Ian Athfield believed that these baches’ existence is part of the “essential
character of this unique area” and “it is settlements such as Taylors Mistake which we should
build our future around rather than condemn”, together these baches offer ‘a model for a
positive edge settlement’.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SIGNIFICANCE
Archaeological or scientific values that demonstrate or are associated with: the potential to
provide information through physical or scientific evidence an understanding about social
historical, cultural, spiritual, technological or other values of past events, activities, structures
or people.

Bach 33 and its setting is of archaeological value because it has the potential to provide
archaeological evidence relating to past building construction methods and materials, and
human activity on the site, including that which occurred prior to 1900.

ASSESSMENT STATEMENT

Bach 33 and its setting is of overall heritage significance to Christchurch, including Banks
Peninsula. The bach has historical and social significance for its construction in c.1920 and
later association with Barbara Carter and Margaret Campbell. Bach 33 has cultural
significance as a demonstration of the way of life of the early bach builders and
holidaymakers, and architectural and aesthetic value for its vernacular design. The bach and
its setting has contextual value in relation to other baches in the bay, especially the other
baches built at the beginning of the ‘pilgrims way’ to the northwest of ‘The Row’, and the
wider Taylors Mistake area.
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DISTRICT PLAN – LISTED HERITAGE PLACE
HERITAGE ASSESSMENT – STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

BACH 47 AND SETTING, TAYLORSMISTAKE

PHOTOGRAPH: UPDATE PHOTOGRAPH TO BE SUPPLIED

HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE
Historical and social values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular person,
group, organisation, institution, event, phase or activity; the continuity and/or change of a
phase or activity; social, historical, traditional, economic, political or other patterns.

Bach 47 was built from native timber in 1924, and remains in a largely original condition. It is
clad with sawn face board and battens and featuring original casement windows with sloping
totara sill. Bach 47 is roofed with short length corrugated iron, and the interior features its
original timber board and batten clad walls, original main entry door and stone step.

Bch 47 may be considered an authentic example of early vernacular building dating from the
1920s, and being one of a few surviving in largely original form and condition. At 23m2 it is
one of the smallest baches remaining in the bay.

Bach 47 was purchased in 1961 by the Erickson family, and in 1972 was passed to a wider
family member Greg McClurg, whose brother Malcom had married the Erickson’s niece Larry.
They added a small room to the southern (back) elevation. In 1978 it was bought by Ron and
Joan Moore, who owned it during the Canterbury Earthquake sequence of 2011-12 which
brought down the brick chimney. Current owners and restorers Duncan Craig and Erica
Brouard purchased it in 2012.

Bach 47 has historical and social significance for its association with the development of
Taylors Mistake as a holiday destination.

The bach settlement at Taylors Mistake, including Boulder Bay and Hobsons Bay, dates from
the 1890s. By 1911 there were 30 baches in the locale, many of them cave dwellings. The
first hut appeared in ‘Rotten Row’ in 1913 and by 1920 another dozen or so baches had been
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built. In 1916 many of the bach owners became founding members of the Taylors Mistake
Surf Lifesaving Club. In the 100 years since, bach holders have remained the backbone of
the surf club, most positions of office having been filled by members of the bach community.

Although alterations and additions were made to various dwellings in the decades after World
War II, most construction took place in the 1910s, 1920s and 1930s. By the beginning of
World War II there were 72 baches in the bay. Most were used as holiday homes by
Christchurch families, who spent their summers at the bay.

Use of the baches during World War II was restricted with the army occupation of Godley
Head and commandeering use of the baches. Following the war, holidaymaking in Taylors
Mistake resumed. By the 1980s the Taylors Mistake baches, including those in Boulder Bay,
were widely known as representatives of a social pattern of DIY coastal holidaymaking that
was becoming increasingly rare.

The ongoing presence of the baches on public land has been a matter of controversy, an
issue of debate between central government agencies, the local authority, and individuals.
The Taylors Mistake baches illustrate the tension that exists between the conservation of
human heritage and the conservation of natural heritage and open public spaces.

Of the original 72 baches, only 45 remain, yet together they form the largest group of baches
remaining on public land in NZ. Baches such as those at Taylors Mistake, Hobsons Bay and
Boulder Bay are becoming increasingly rare, their modesty contrasting with more
contemporary styles of coastal holiday dwellings.

CULTURAL AND SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE
Cultural and spiritual values that demonstrate or are associated with the distinctive
characteristics of a way of life, philosophy, tradition, religion, or other belief, including: the
symbolic or commemorative value of the place; significance to Tangata Whenua; and/or
associations with an identifiable group and esteemed by this group for its cultural values.

Bach 47 has cultural significance for its association with the bach culture of Taylors Mistake
and a way of life that is part of New Zealand identity. Perhaps as a result of the baches’ close
proximity and shared history, bach residents have long come together over recreational
pursuits and cooperated over matters of mutual interest. In some cases, neighbourly relations
have existed for several generations, and within families successive generations have used
the bach as a place to come together.

The bach is esteemed by the bachholders who have long contributed to the safety and
wellbeing of visitors to the area, and spent many years trying to secure the future of the
baches. The setting of the bach may also have significance to tangata whenua as a place of
seasonal food gathering of kai moana.

ARCHITECTURAL AND AESTHETIC SIGNIFICANCE
Architectural and aesthetic values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular style,
period or designer, design values, form, scale, colour, texture and material of the place.

Bach 47 has architectural and aesthetic value because it remains in largely original condition.
The bach’s heritage fabric has been recorded in a Draft Conservation Plan.

Taylors Mistake’s remote location encouraged the use of local materials and vernacular
designs but the style, character, detailing, board and batten exterior, use of native timber
flooring, wall and ceiling linings of this bach is more typical of domestic architectural style of
the period. Its scale and proportion also contribute to its considerable Architectural and
Aesthetic Value as an exceptional example of a vernacular building type from the early
1920s.

An appreciation of the aesthetic values of the Taylors Mistake baches may be seen in
paintings by Elizabeth Kelly, Francis Shurrock, and others. Bach 47 features in the constant
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stream of tourist photographs appearing on social media sites such as twitter and instagram.
The baches have also been the subject of a number of magazine articles, books and
documentaries, including articles in ‘the Listener’, ‘NZ Life and Leisure’, and a documentary
by TVNZ. They have also been used as settings for films, modelling and wedding shoots,
Bach 47 was recently used for the filming of 23 episodes of the TV program "Phone and
Away" by ‘What Now’.

Prior to the Canterbury Earthquakes of 2010/11 the Taylors Mistake baches were all in good
repair and regular use. Damage caused by the earthquakes was not substantial although
some boulders fell down behind ‘The Row’ and some of the baches were subsequently red
zoned and/or issued S124 notices.

TECHNOLOGICAL AND CRAFTSMANSHIP SIGNIFICANCE
Technological and craftsmanship values that demonstrate or are associated with: the nature
and use of materials, finishes and/or technological or constructional methods which were
innovative, or of notable quality for the period.

Bach 47 has technological and craftsmanship significance for its ability to demonstrate early-
twentieth century vernacular light weight timber construction methods typical of post war
depression times. The quality and detailing of the interior construction materials would
suggest that the original owner had recovered quite well from the 1920-21 depression.

CONTEXTUAL SIGNIFICANCE
Contextual values that demonstrate or are associated with: a relationship to the environment
(constructed and natural), a landscape, setting, group, precinct or streetscape; a degree of
consistency in terms of type, scale, form, materials, texture, colour, style and/or detail;
recognised landmarks and landscape which are recognised and contribute to the unique
identity of the environment.

Bach 47 has contextual significance for its relationship to the coastal marine environment and
the other baches that make up the Taylor’s Mistake bach settlement. Its location at the
beginning of Rotten Row, the start of the public walkway to Godley Head, increases its
prominence and significance.

The baches on the foreshore of Taylors Mistake Bay (and Hobsons Bay and Boulder Bay)
form a positive relationship with each other due to their common construction materials,
scale, proximity and age. In the case of Taylors Mistake, their scale and siting also creates a
positive dialogue with the surf club. They have a strong relationship with the natural
landscape and provide a custodial relationship with the adjoining public space.
The late architect Ian Athfield believed that these baches’ existence is part of the “essential
character of this unique area” and “it is settlements such as Taylors Mistake which we should
build our future around rather than condemn”, together these baches offer ‘a model for a
positive edge settlement’.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SIGNIFICANCE
Archaeological or scientific values that demonstrate or are associated with: the potential to
provide information through physical or scientific evidence an understanding about social
historical, cultural, spiritual, technological or other values of past events, activities, structures
or people.

Bach 47 and its setting is of archaeological value because it has the potential to provide
archaeological evidence relating to past building construction methods and materials, and
human activity on the site.

ASSESSMENT STATEMENT
Bach 47 and its setting is of overall heritage significance to Christchurch, including Banks
Peninsula. The bach has historical and social significance for its construction in 1924 and the
ongoing involvement of its owners, including the McClurg family, in the Taylors Mistake Surf
Llifesaving Club. Bach 47 at 23 m2 is the smallest of the baches in ‘The Row’. It has cultural
significance as a demonstration of the ingenuity and way of life of the early bach builders and
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holidaymakers, and architectural and aesthetic value for its largely original form as a
vernacular building type from the early 1920s. Bach 47 has technological and craftsmanship
significance for its lightweight timber construction and its quality of detailing and materials.
The bach and its setting has contextual significance in relation to the other baches in the bay,
and its prominence as the first bach on one end of ‘The Row’.
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DISTRICT PLAN – LISTED HERITAGE PLACE
HERITAGE ASSESSMENT – STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

BACH 49 AND SETTING, TAYLORSMISTAKE

PHOTOGRAPH:

HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE
Historical and social values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular person,
group, organisation, institution, event, phase or activity; the continuity and/or change of a
phase or activity; social, historical, traditional, economic, political or other patterns.

Bach 49 has historical and social significance for its association …. It was originally one of the
first cave dwellings, constructed circa 1908. It was enlarged around 1930 and then added to
by Maurice McClurg, with help from others in the Taylors Mistake bach community in the
1960’s. The cave remains visible both at the rear of the bach and in what is currently the
bathroom.

The bach remains in the wider McClurg family, currently being owned by Maurice’s
granddaughter Kelly (nee McClurg) Hall with partner Nick Hall. The McClurgs have long been
integral to the Taylors Mistake Surf Club and remain influential to this day.

There was no known Māori settlement of Taylor’s Mistake, although it is known as Te
Onepoto (Short Beach). As with other bays in the area, it would have been used for food
gathering and shelter by local Māori.

It was used by early European settlers for the same purpose. Recreational fishermen would
spend the weekend in the caves. The natural shelter of the many caves in the bay enabled
the visitors to stay without having to face the walk back home after fishing all day.

The first permanent settlement in the bay was established by Christchurch painter Tom
Archbold in 1879. This settlement was to the south of Taylor’s Mistake, not far from Boulder
Bay.

An engraver by the name of A.P. Osborn (commonly mis-spelt Osborne) was the second
person to establish a property within the caves of Taylor’s. He built just north of Archbold’s
dwelling and even established a telephone link of sorts between the two properties using
lemonade bottles as insulators. Known as The Pilgrim, he was to become one of the most
well known figures in the bay, as well as a founding member of the Surf Club. Pilgrims Rest
as his property was known, became a popular spot for visitors, but this popularity required
Osborn to continually work on the track (known as the ‘Pilgrims Way’ to provide safer access.
It is believed that he worked on the track for over 20 years.

The most famous cave dwelling of Taylor’s Mistake was the Hermitage. Jesse Worgan, a
Christchurch dentist was the original owner for about 15 years before he sold it to Frederick
Simpson in the early 1920s. This dwelling reached back 19 metres into the cave, was 9
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metres wide and 5 metres high. There was also a small cave next door that was used as a
bedroom for female visitors. The contents of the Hermitage were mostly floated around from
Sumner by raft on rare calm days and included a 3 metre oak table and chairs, a settee,
sideboards for crockery, bunks, an Edison cylinder phonogram, a crystal set radio and an
upright piano. The dwelling itself was mostly constructed from souvenir materials from
the 1906 Exhibition and the old Fullers Theatre.

By 1911 there were 30 baches in the locale, many of them cave dwellings. The first hut
appeared in ‘Rotten Row’ in 1913, built by blacksmith Bill Stevens. Stevens’ motivation for
building a more solid structure was due to a stampede of cattle that destroyed his tent one
evening while on one of his many rabbiting trips to the bay. By 1920 another dozen or so
baches had appeared.

In 1916 many of the bach owners became founding members of the Taylors Mistake Surf
Lifesaving Club, which was integrally tied in with the bach community. In the 100 years since,
bachholders have remained the backbone of the surf club, and most positions of office have
been filled by members of the bach community. Many baches keep tubes in or around their
baches for after hours use.

During the depression some returned soldiers lived in the Taylors Mistake baches,
establishing a supportive and peaceful community. Use of the baches during World War II
was restricted with the army occupation of Godley Head and commandeering use of the
baches. During this time a tank trap was dug around the back of the baches to prevent
Japanese tanks ascending the hill.

Following the war, holidaymaking in Taylors Mistake resumed. In the 1980s the Taylors
Mistake baches, became widely recognised as representatives of a social pattern of DIY
coastal holidaymaking that was becoming increasingly rare, with ‘The Row’ being the first
group of baches to be recognised by the Historic Places Trust with listing in 1995.

Although alterations and additions were made to various dwellings in the decades after World
War II, most construction took place in the 1910s, 1920s and 1930s. By the beginning of the
war there were 72 baches in the bay. Most were used as holiday homes by Christchurch
families, who spent their summers at the bay, taking advantage also of the tramway system
and later the motor car.

Also of significance is the bach community, which is cohesive, perhaps as a result of the
buildings’ close proximity and ambiguity of public/private boundaries. People have shared
recreational pursuits and cooperated over matters of mutual interest. In some cases,
neighbourly relations have existed for several generations, and within families, successive
generations use the bach as a place to come together.

The ongoing presence of the baches on public land has been a matter of controversy, an
issue of debate between central government agencies, the local authority, and individuals.
The Taylors Mistake baches illustrate the tension that exists between the conservation of
human heritage and the conservation of natural heritage and open public spaces.

Of the original 72 baches, only 45 remain, yet together they form the largest group of baches
remaining on public land in NZ. Baches such as those at Taylors Mistake, Hobson’s Bay and
Boulder Bay are becoming increasingly rare, their modesty contrasting with more
contemporary styles of coastal holiday dwellings.

CULTURAL AND SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE
Cultural and spiritual values that demonstrate or are associated with the distinctive
characteristics of a way of life, philosophy, tradition, religion, or other belief, including: the
symbolic or commemorative value of the place; significance to Tangata Whenua; and/or
associations with an identifiable group and esteemed by this group for its cultural values.

Bach 49 has cultural significance …. The idea of the bach has become entrenched in
contemporary NZ culture, signifying our laid back, outdoor lifestyle and our DIY kiwi ingenuity.
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The bach culture of Taylors Mistake represents this distinct way of life that is part of New
Zealand identity. The word ‘bach’ derives from ‘bachelor’, reflecting that they were originally
male only retreats built near hunting and fishing areas. Taylors Mistake, in the 1890s, was
possibly the site o the first of these recreational shelters to be built in NZ, initially in the form
of boarded up caves along the cliffs fringing Hobson’s Bay, and between Boulder Bay and
Taylors Mistake. Without road access, day visitors could eventually take the tram to the
Sumner terminus and trek over the hill for afternoon tea.

An appreciation of the aesthetic values of the Taylors Mistake baches may be seen in
paintings by Elizabeth Kelly, Francis Shurrock, and others, and in the constant stream of
tourist photographs appearing on social media sites such as twitter and instagram. The
baches have also been the subject of a number of magazine articles, books and
documentaries, including articles in ‘the Listener’, ‘NZ Life and Leisure’, and a documentary
by TVNZ. They have also been used as settings for films, modelling and wedding shoots, and
TV programs eg ‘What Now’. ‘The Row’ features in the 1959 untitled painting of the baches
by Bill Sutton, held in the collection of the Christchurch Art Gallery,

The bach is one of the original community of 72 who have long contributed to the safety and
wellbeing of visitors to the area, and spent many years trying to secure the future of the
baches generally located on the Queen’s Chain.

The setting of the bach may also have significance to tangata whenua as a place of seasonal
food gathering of kai moana.

ARCHITECTURAL AND AESTHETIC SIGNIFICANCE
Architectural and aesthetic values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular style,
period or designer, design values, form, scale, colour, texture and material of the place.

Bach 49 has architectural significance as one of the few remaining cave dwellings that were
the original vernacular dwellings at Taylors Mistake.  According to Raewyn Peart ’the first
recreational shelters in New Zealand were probably built during the 1890s at Taylors Mistake
on the northern coast of Banks Peninsula. These initially took the form of boarded up caves
along the cliffs fringing Hobson’s Bay. Cliffs were paper roads, marked on maps but never
formed. From around 1910 land came under control of Sumner Borough Council which
charged cave dwellers 20 shillings/year rent. With no road access to the area, building
materials were carried over steep hills from Sumner, often on the back of the builder. Day
visitors took tram to Sumner terminus then trekked over hill for afternoon tea” [Castles in the
Sand p.75]

In the late 1800s, Taylors Mistake was a popular swimming and fishing beach, attracting a
number of people from nearby Christchurch despite the isolation caused by lack of road
access into the bay. Fishermen especially took to coming in the caves in the surrounding cliffs
in order to stay a weekend instead of making the long journey back to town. The first cave
bach was constructed from salvaged materials by a Christchurch painter named Tom
Archibald in 1879, and included bunks, a fireplace with a chimney, a ‘bath’ carved into the
rocks at the seas edge, and a rain tank water supply. By 1917 there were apparently 53
dwellings around the cliffs and foreshore of the bay, but in 1979 most of the remaining cave
dwellings were ordered burned down on account of their not having electricity, by the
Christchurch City Council.

The bach may be considered one of the few ‘indigenous’ forms of NZ architecture, built and
owned mostly by lower middle class or skilled working people, making use of the small
surplus income such families began to enjoy during the early twentieth century. Baches
played an important part in the history, folklore and imaginative life of NZ.

The collection of baches at Taylors Mistake, Hobson’s and Boulder Bays represent an
important generic building type in NZ, notable for its lack of pretension and plainness of style.
They express a NZ response to the need for low cost housing built from available materials.
They also illustrate an aspect of the way of life of lower income New Zealanders,
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unencumbered by the cost of Title to land and not bound by delineations between private
properties.

The materiality, features of construction, oddities, and piecemeal renovations over the century
have produced a great variety within a simple archetype. All the baches at Taylors Mistake
are constructed of cheap or found building materials, recycled joinery, etc. Few have been
altered since the 1960s, and many retain their turn of the century or 1930s appearance. Their
individual variety as part of such a significant group tells visual story about kiwi ingenuity and
self sufficiency through the last century. Their modesty is also a reflection of the absence of a
secure tenure.

Their relationship to the landscape, to the public space, to the topography and to each other
is more significant than their individual architectural merit, and this is the more poignant by
the settlement being one of the few which remains without direct road access.

Taylors Mistake’s remote location encouraged the use of local materials, including the use of
shoreline caves, for bach construction. Everything had to be brought in by either boat or foot
– including cast-iron water tanks, cement to weatherproof the walls, roofing iron and,
eventually, fridges.

Prior to the Canterbury Earthquakes of 2010/11 the Taylors Mistake baches were all in good
repair and regular use. Damage caused by the earthquakes was not substantial although
some boulders fell down behind ‘The Row’ and some of the baches were subsequently red
zoned and/or issued S124 notices.

TECHNOLOGICAL AND CRAFTSMANSHIP SIGNIFICANCE
Technological and craftsmanship values that demonstrate or are associated with: the nature
and use of materials, finishes and/or technological or constructional methods which were
innovative, or of notable quality for the period.

Bach 49 has technological and craftsmanship significance for its origins as a cave dwelling,
with a façade constructed to further protect the natural shelter from the elements. The form of
the bach remains similar to its main enlargement in the 1930s, with the 1960s additions
legible as such. The bach demonstrates twentieth century vernacular construction methods
that needed to be resilient to withstand exposure to the coastal marine environment, DIY and
resourceful given its isolation due to lack of road access.

CONTEXTUAL SIGNIFICANCE
Contextual values that demonstrate or are associated with: a relationship to the environment
(constructed and natural), a landscape, setting, group, precinct or streetscape; a degree of
consistency in terms of type, scale, form, materials, texture, colour, style and/or detail;
recognised landmarks and landscape which are recognised and contribute to the unique
identity of the environment.

Bach 49 has contextual significance for its association …. It is built into the cliff and directly
on the beach, at the beginning of the historic ‘Heritage Trail’ to Taylors Mistake and on over
the headland to Sumner. Sited uniquely in relationship to the topography, the sea and access
to and around it, delineation between public and private space, and between neighbouring
buildings, is ambiguous.

The baches on the foreshore of Taylors Mistake (and Hobson’s Bay and Boulder Bay) form a
positive relationship with each other due to their common construction materials, scale,
proximity and age. They have a strong relationship with the natural landscape and provide a
custodial relationship with the adjoining public space. Quoting Ian Athfield, these baches’
existence is part of the “essential character of this unique area” and “it is settlements such as
Taylors Mistake which we should build our future around rather than condemn”, together
these baches offer ‘a model for a positive edge settlement’.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SIGNIFICANCE
Archaeological or scientific values that demonstrate or are associated with: the potential to
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provide information through physical or scientific evidence an understanding about social
historical, cultural, spiritual, technological or other values of past events, activities, structures
or people.

Bach 49 and its setting is of archaeological value because it has the potential to provide
archaeological evidence relating to past building construction methods and materials,
including the cave baches, and human activity on the site, including that which occurred prior
to 1900.

ASSESSMENT STATEMENT

Bach 49 and its setting is of overall heritage significance to Christchurch, including Banks
Peninsula. The bach has historical and social significance for its original construction as a
cave dwelling, from modest and found materials, its small size, and the ongoing involvement
of its owners oncluding many members of the Mc Clurg family, in the Taylors Mistake Surf
Lifesaving Club. Bach 49 has cultural significance as a demonstration of the way of life of the
early bach builders and holidaymakers, and architectural and aesthetic significance for its
representative site specific vernacular design. The bach and its setting has contextual
significance in relation to other baches in the bay, especially the other Taylors Mistake
baches built into the cliff along the beach edge, and the wider Taylors Mistake area.
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DISTRICT PLAN – LISTED HERITAGE PLACE
HERITAGE ASSESSMENT – STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

BACH 56 AND SETTING, TAYLORSMISTAKE

PHOTOGRAPH: UPDATE PHOTOGRAPH TO BE SUPPLIED

HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE
Historical and social values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular person,
group, organisation, institution, event, phase or activity; the continuity and/or change of a
phase or activity; social, historical, traditional, economic, political or other patterns.

Bach 56 has historical and social significance …. It dates from 1890, and is one of the earliest
cave houses. In its present state it remains part cave house, one of a small few remaining
nationwide. The sheer rock remains visible as the back wall to the lower level.

The original cave house was enlarged in 1910 and in 1931 the top floor was added, which
juts strikingly over the ocean. While the form is utilitarian in the gabled style of the day, the
large picture window gives the feeling of flying above the surf, at one vulnerable and
powerful.

Bach 56 was owned by surf club identities Bob and Nan Russell from the 1930s. Bob was a
successful and longstanding coach and Nan was known as club mother to all the juniors. The
house was then sold to Jack Hulme, of the New Brighton surf club, although son John
competed for Taylors. Owners since 1981, Margaret and Murray Thomas enclosed the
balcony to accommodate newborn Brie in 1986. During the summer months many rescues
are performed around the rocks using a tube kept in the bach for that purpose. The family
remains heavily involved in the surf club.

There was no known Māori settlement of Taylor’s Mistake, although it is known as Te
Onepoto (Short Beach). As with other bays in the area, it would have been used for food
gathering and shelter by local Māori.

It was used by early European settlers for the same purpose. Recreational fishermen would
spend the weekend in the caves. The natural shelter of the many caves in the bay enabled
the visitors to stay without having to face the walk back home after fishing all day.

The first permanent settlement in the bay was established by Christchurch painter Tom
Archbold in 1879. This settlement was to the south of Taylor’s Mistake, not far from Boulder
Bay.

An engraver by the name of A.P. Osborn (commonly mis-spelt Osborne) was the second
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person to establish a property within the caves of Taylor’s. He built just north of Archbold’s
dwelling and even established a telephone link of sorts between the two properties using
lemonade bottles as insulators. Known as The Pilgrim, he was to become one of the most
well known figures in the bay, as well as a founding member of the Surf Club. Pilgrims Rest
as his property was known, became a popular spot for visitors, but this popularity required
Osborn to continually work on the track (known as the ‘Pilgrims Way’ to provide safer access.
It is believed that he worked on the track for over 20 years.

The most famous cave dwelling of Taylor’s Mistake was the Hermitage. Jesse Worgan, a
Christchurch dentist was the original owner for about 15 years before he sold it to Frederick
Simpson in the early 1920s. This dwelling reached back 19 metres into the cave, was 9
metres wide and 5 metres high. There was also a small cave next door that was used as a
bedroom for female visitors. The contents of the Hermitage were mostly floated around from
Sumner by raft on rare calm days and included a 3 metre oak table and chairs, a settee,
sideboards for crockery, bunks, an Edison cylinder phonogram, a crystal set radio and an
upright piano. The dwelling itself was mostly constructed from souvenir materials from
the 1906 Exhibition and the old Fullers Theatre.

By 1911 there were 30 baches in the locale, many of them cave dwellings. The first hut
appeared in ‘Rotten Row’ in 1913, built by blacksmith Bill Stevens. Stevens’ motivation for
building a more solid structure was due to a stampede of cattle that destroyed his tent one
evening while on one of his many rabbiting trips to the bay. By 1920 another dozen or so
baches had appeared.

In 1916 many of the bach owners became founding members of the Taylors Mistake Surf
Lifesaving Club, which was integrally tied in with the bach community. In the 100 years since,
bachholders have remained the backbone of the surf club, and most positions of office have
been filled by members of the bach community. Many of the owners keep tubes in or around
their baches for after hours use.

During the depression some returned soldiers lived in the Taylors Mistake baches,
establishing a supportive and peaceful community. Use of the baches during World War II
was restricted with the army occupation of Godley Head and commandeering use of the
baches. During this time a tank trap was dug around the back of the baches to prevent
Japanese tanks ascending the hill.

Following the war, holidaymaking in Taylors Mistake resumed. In the 1980s the Taylors
Mistake baches, became widely recognised as representatives of a social pattern of DIY
coastal holidaymaking that was becoming increasingly rare, with ‘The Row’ being the first
group of baches to be recognised by the Historic Places Trust with listing in 1995.

Although alterations and additions were made to various dwellings in the decades after World
War II, most construction took place in the 1910s, 1920s and 1930s. By the beginning of the
war there were 72 baches in the bay. Most were used as holiday homes by Christchurch
families, who spent their summers at the bay, taking advantage also of the tramway system
and later the motor car.

Also of significance is the bach community, which is cohesive, perhaps as a result of the
buildings’ close proximity and ambiguity of public/private boundaries. People have shared
recreational pursuits and cooperated over matters of mutual interest. In some cases,
neighbourly relations have existed for several generations, and within families, successive
generations use the bach as a place to come together.

The ongoing presence of the baches on public land has been a matter of controversy, an
issue of debate between central government agencies, the local authority, and individuals.
The Taylors Mistake baches illustrate the tension that exists between the conservation of
human heritage and the conservation of natural heritage and open public spaces.

Of the original 72 baches, only 45 remain, yet together they form the largest group of baches
remaining on public land in NZ. Baches such as those at Taylors Mistake, Hobsons Bay and
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Boulder bay are becoming increasingly rare, their modesty contrasting with more
contemporary styles of coastal holiday dwellings.

CULTURAL AND SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE
Cultural and spiritual values that demonstrate or are associated with the distinctive
characteristics of a way of life, philosophy, tradition, religion, or other belief, including: the
symbolic or commemorative value of the place; significance to Tangata Whenua; and/or
associations with an identifiable group and esteemed by this group for its cultural values.

Bach 56 has cultural significance ….The idea of the bach has become entrenched in
contemporary NZ culture, signifying our laid back, outdoor lifestyle and our DIY kiwi ingenuity.

The bach culture of Taylors Mistake represents this distinct way of life that is part of New
Zealand identity. The word ‘bach’ derives from ‘bachelor’, reflecting that they were originally
male only retreats built near hunting and fishing areas. Taylors Mistake, in the 1890s, was
possibly the site o the first of these recreational shelters to be built in NZ, initially in the form
of boarded up caves along the cliffs fringing Hobsons Bay, and between Boulder Bay and
Taylors Mistake. Without road access, day visitors could eventually take the tram to the
Sumner terminus and trek over the hill for afternoon tea.

An appreciation of the aesthetic values of the Taylors Mistake baches may be seen in
paintings by Elizabeth Kelly, Francis Shurrock, and others. and in the constant stream of
tourist photographs appearing on social media sites such as twitter and instagram. The
baches have also been the subject of a number of magazine articles, books and
documentaries, including articles in ‘the Listener’, ‘NZ Life and Leisure’, and a documentary
by TVNZ. They have also been used as settings for films, modelling and wedding shoots, and
TV programs eg ‘What Now’, and ‘The Row’ features in the 1959 untiltled painting of the
baches by Bill Sutton, held in the collection of the Christchurch Art Gallery,

The bach is one of the original community of 72 who have long contributed to the safety and
wellbeing of visitors to the area, and spent many years trying to secure the future of the
baches generally located on the Queen’s Chain.

The setting of the bach may also have significance to tangata whenua as a place of seasonal
food gathering of kai moana.

ARCHITECTURAL AND AESTHETIC SIGNIFICANCE
Architectural and aesthetic values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular style,
period or designer, design values, form, scale, colour, texture and material of the place.

Bach 56 has architectural significance as a cave dwelling, predecessor to one of the earliest
indigenous forms of NZ architecture, the bach. According to Raewyn Peart ‘Castles in the
sand’ 2009 P75 ’the first recreational shelters in nz were probably built during the 1890s at
Taylors Mistake on the northern coast of Banks Peninsula. These initially took the form of
boarded up caves along the cliffs fringing Hobsons Bay. Cliffs were paper road, marked on
map but never formed. From around 1910 land came under control of Sumner Borough
Council which charged cave dwellers 20 shillings/ year rent. With no road access to the area,
building materials were carried over steep hills from Sumner, often on the back of the builder.
Day visitors took tram to Sumner terminus then trekked over hill for afternoon tea”.

Ext/int description – footprint, number of rooms, any outbuildings etc

In the late 1800s, Taylors Mistake was a popular swimming and fishing beach, attracting a
number of people from nearby Christchurch despite the isolation caused by lack of road
access into the bay. Fishermen especially took to coming in the caves in the surrounding cliffs
in order to stay a weekend instead of making the long journey back to town. The first cave
bach was constructed from salvaged materials by a Christchurch painter named Tom
Archibald in 1879, and included bunks, a fireplace with a chimney, a ‘bath’ carved into the
rocks at the seas edge, and a rain tank water supply. By 1917 there were apparently 53
dwellings around the cliffs and foreshore of the bay, but in 1979 most of the remaining cave
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dwellings were ordered burned down on account of their not having electricity, by the
Christchurch City Council.

The bach may be considered one of the few ‘indigenous’ forms of NZ architecture, built and
owned mostly by lower middle class or skilled working people, making use of the small
surplus income such families began to enjoy during the early twentieth century. Baches
played an important part in the history, folklore and imaginative life of NZ.

The baches at Taylors Mistake represent an important generic building type in NZ, notable for
its lack of pretension and plainness of style. They express a NZ response to the need for low
cost housing built from available materials. They also illustrate an aspect of the way of life of
lower income New Zealanders, unencumbered by the cost of Title to land and not bound by
delineations between private properties.

The materiality, features of construction, oddities, and piecemeal renovations over the century
have produced a great variety within a simple archetype. All the baches at Taylors Mistake
are constructed of cheap or found building materials, recycled joinery, etc. Few have been
altered since the 1960s, and many retain their turn of the century or 1930s appearance. Their
individual variety as part of such a significant group tells visual story about kiwi ingenuity and
self sufficiency through the last century. Their modesty is also a reflection of the absence of a
secure tenure.

Their relationship to the landscape, to the public space, to the topography and to each other
is more significant than their individual architectural merit, and this is the more poignant by
the settlement being one of the few which remains without direct road access.

Taylors Mistake’s remote location encouraged the use of local materials, including the use of
shoreline caves, for bach construction. Everything had to be brought in by either boat or foot
– including cast-iron water tanks, cement to weatherproof the walls, roofing iron and,
eventually, fridges.

Prior to the Canterbury Earthquakes of 2010/11 the Taylors Mistake baches were all in good
repair and regular use. Damage caused by the earthquakes was not substantial although
some boulders fell down behind ‘The Row’ and some of the baches were subsequently red
zoned and/or issued S124 notices.

TECHNOLOGICAL AND CRAFTSMANSHIP SIGNIFICANCE
Technological and craftsmanship values that demonstrate or are associated with: the nature
and use of materials, finishes and/or technological or constructional methods which were
innovative, or of notable quality for the period.

Bach 56 has technological significance for its origins as a cave dwelling, with a façade
constructed to further protect the natural shelter from the elements. Its also demonstrates
early twentieth century vernacular construction methods that needed to be resilient to
withstand exposure to the coastal marine environment, DIY and resourceful given its isolation
due to lack of road access.

CONTEXTUAL SIGNIFICANCE
Contextual values that demonstrate or are associated with: a relationship to the environment
(constructed and natural), a landscape, setting, group, precinct or streetscape; a degree of
consistency in terms of type, scale, form, materials, texture, colour, style and/or detail;
recognised landmarks and landscape which are recognised and contribute to the unique
identity of the environment.

Bach 56 has contextual significance … It is built into and on top of the promontory, directly
above the tide line and at the low tide beginning of the historic ‘Heritage Trail’ to Hobsons Bay
and on over the headland to Sumner. Sited uniquely in relationship to the topography, the sea
and access to and around it, delineation between public and private space, and between
neighbouring buildings, is ambiguous.
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The baches on the foreshore of Taylors Mistake Bay (and Hobsons Bay and Boulder Bay)
form a positive relationship with each other due to their common construction materials,
scale, proximity and age. In the case of Taylors Mistake, their scale and siting also creates a
positive dialogue with the surf club. They have a strong relationship with the natural
landscape and provide a custodial relationship with the adjoining public space. Quoting Ian
Athfield, these baches’ existence is part of the “essential character of this unique area” and “it
is settlements such as Taylors Mistake which we should build our future around rather than
condemn”, together these baches offer ‘a model for a positive edge settlement’.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SIGNIFICANCE
Archaeological or scientific values that demonstrate or are associated with: the potential to
provide information through physical or scientific evidence an understanding about social
historical, cultural, spiritual, technological or other values of past events, activities, structures
or people.

Bach 56 and its setting is of archaeological value because it has the potential to provide
archaeological evidence relating to past building construction methods and materials,
including the cave baches, and human activity on the site, including that which occurred prior
to 1900.

ASSESSMENT STATEMENT

Bach 56 and its setting is of overall heritage significance to Christchurch, including Banks
Peninsula. The bach has historical and social significance for its original construction as a
cave dwelling, from modest and found materials, its tiny size, and the ongoing involvement of
its owners including Bob and Nan Russell in the Taylors Mistake Surf Lifesaving Club. Bach
56 has cultural significance as a demonstration of the way of life of the early bach builders
and holidaymakers, and architectural and aesthetic significance for its representative site
specific vernacular design. The bach and its setting has contextual value in relation to other
baches in the bay, especially the other baches built on the promontory to Hobsons Bay, and
the wider Taylors Mistake area.
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DISTRICT PLAN – LISTED HERITAGE PLACE
HERITAGE ASSESSMENT – STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

BACH 57 AND SETTING, TAYLORSMISTAKE

PHOTOGRAPH: UPDATE PHOTOGRAPH TO BE SUPPLIED

HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE
Historical and social values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular person,
group, organisation, institution, event, phase or activity; the continuity and/or change of a
phase or activity; social, historical, traditional, economic, political or other patterns.

Bach 57 and its setting has historical and social significance as an early 20th century holiday
cottage. The bach was purchased in the early 1930s by Jack Hunter, a carpenter, and is
occupied by his son Errol to this day. Constructed in c.1890 from local timber, in the 1940s
Jack Hunter added the lean to bunkroom to accommodate his expanding family of 6 children.
Apart from maintenance, the bach today remains as it did in 1946.

There was no known Māori settlement of Taylor’s Mistake, although it is known as Te
Onepoto (Short Beach). As with other bays in the area, it would have been used for food
gathering and shelter by local Māori.

It was used by early European settlers for the same purpose. Recreational fishermen would
spend the weekend in the caves. The natural shelter of the many caves in the bay enabled
the visitors to stay without having to face the walk back home after fishing all day.

The first permanent settlement in the bay was established by Christchurch painter Tom
Archbold in 1879. This settlement was to the south of Taylor’s Mistake, not far from Boulder
Bay.

An engraver by the name of A.P. Osborn (commonly mis-spelt Osborne) was the second
person to establish a property within the caves of Taylor’s. He built just north of Archbold’s
dwelling and even established a telephone link of sorts between the two properties using
lemonade bottles as insulators. Known as The Pilgrim, he was to become one of the most
well known figures in the bay, as well as a founding member of the Surf Club. Pilgrims Rest
as his property was known, became a popular spot for visitors, but this popularity required
Osborn to continually work on the track (known as the ‘Pilgrims Way’ to provide safer access.
It is believed that he worked on the track for over 20 years.
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The most famous cave dwelling of Taylor’s Mistake was the Hermitage. Jesse Worgan, a
Christchurch dentist was the original owner for about 15 years before he sold it to Frederick
Simpson in the early 1920s. This dwelling reached back 19 metres into the cave, was 9
metres wide and 5 metres high. There was also a small cave next door that was used as a
bedroom for female visitors. The contents of the Hermitage were mostly floated around from
Sumner by raft on rare calm days and included a 3 metre oak table and chairs, a settee,
sideboards for crockery, bunks, an Edison cylinder phonogram, a crystal set radio and an
upright piano. The dwelling itself was mostly constructed from souvenir materials from
the 1906 Exhibition and the old Fullers Theatre.

By 1911 there were 30 baches in the locale, many of them cave dwellings. The first hut
appeared in ‘Rotten Row’ in 1913, built by blacksmith Bill Stevens. Stevens’ motivation for
building a more solid structure was due to a stampede of cattle that destroyed his tent one
evening while on one of his many rabbiting trips to the bay. By 1920 another dozen or so
baches had appeared.

In 1916 many of the bach owners became founding members of the Taylors Mistake Surf
Lifesaving Club, which was integrally tied in with the bach community. In the 100 years since,
bachholders have remained the backbone of the surf club, and most positions of office have
been fllled by members of the bach community. Many baches keep tubes in or around their
baches for after hours use. The Hunter family were all active in the club, patrolling the beach
and carrying out rescues, and competing with 4 of the children having won national titles.

During the depression some returned soldiers lived in the Taylors Mistake baches,
establishing a supportive and peaceful community. Use of the baches during World War II
was restricted with the army occupation of Godley Head and commandeering use of the
baches. During this time a tank trap was dug around the back of the baches to prevent
Japanese tanks ascending the hill.

Following the war, holidaymaking in Taylors MIstake resumed. In the 1980s the Taylors
Mistake baches, became widely regognised as representatives of a social pattern of DIY
coastal holidaymaking that was becoming increasingly rare, with ‘The Row’ being the first
group of baches to be recognised by the Historic Places Trust with listing in 1995.

Although alterations and additions were made to various dwellings in the decades after World
War II, most construction took place in the 1910s, 1920s and 1930s. By the beginning of the
war there were 72 baches in the bay. Most were used as holiday homes by Christchurch
families, who spent their summers at the bay, taking advantage also of the tramway system
and later the motor car.

Also of significance is the bach community, which is cohesive, perhaps as a result of the
buildings’ close proximity and ambiguity of public/private boundaries. People have shared
recreational pursuits and cooperated over matters of mutual interest. In some cases,
neighbourly relations have existed for several generations, and within families, successive
generations use the bach as a place to come together.

The ongoing presence of the baches on public land has been a matter of controversy, an
issue of debate between central government agencies, the local authority, and individuals.
The Taylors Mistake baches illustrate the tension that exists between the conservation of
human heritage and the conservation of natural heritage and open public spaces.

Of the original 72 baches, only 45 remain, yet together they form the largest group of baches
remaining on public land in NZ. Baches such as those at Taylors Mistake, Hobsons Bay and
Boulder bay are becoming increasingly rare, their modesty contrasting with more
contemporary styes of coastal holiday dwellings.

CULTURAL AND SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE
Cultural and spiritual values that demonstrate or are associated with the distinctive
characteristics of a way of life, philosophy, tradition, religion, or other belief, including: the
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symbolic or commemorative value of the place; significance to Tangata Whenua; and/or
associations with an identifiable group and esteemed by this group for its cultural values.

The idea of the bach has become entrenched in contemporary NZ culture, signifying our laid
back, outdoor lifestyle and our DIY kiwi ingenuity.

The bach culture of Taylors Mistake represents this distinct way of life that is part of New
Zealand identity. The word ‘bach’ derives from ‘bachelor’, reflecting that they were originally
male only retreats built near hunting and fishing areas. Taylors Mistake, in the 1890s, was
possibly the site of the first of these recreational shelters to be built in NZ, initially in the form
of boarded up caves along the cliffs fringing Hobsons Bay, and between Taylors Mistake and
Boulder Bay. Without road access, day visitors would eventually take the tram to the Sumner
terminus and trek over the hill for afternoon tea.

An appreciation of the aesthetic values of the Taylors Mistake baches can be seen in
paintings by Elizabeth Kelly, Francis Shurrock, Bill Sutton, and by the constant stream of
tourist photographs appearing on social media sites such as twitter and instagram. The
baches have  been the subject of many books and documentaries, and have also been used
as settings for films, modelling and wedding shoots, and TV programs eg ‘What Now’

The bach is one of the original community of 72 who have long contributed to the safety and
wellbeing of visitors to the area, and spent many years trying to secure the future of the
baches generally located on the Queen’s Chain.

The setting of the bach may also have significance to tangata whenua as a place of seasonal
food gathering of kai moana.

ARCHITECTURAL AND AESTHETIC SIGNIFICANCE
Architectural and aesthetic values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular style,
period or designer, design values, form, scale, colour, texture and material of the place.

The bach may be considered one of the few ‘indigenous’ forms of NZ architecture, built and
owned mostly by lower middle class or skilled working people, making use of the small
surplus income such families began to enjoy during the early twentieth century. Baches
played an important part in the history, folklore and imaginative life of NZ.

The baches at Taylors Mistake represent an important generic building type in NZ, notable for
its lack of pretension and plainness of style. They express a NZ response to the need for low
cost housing built from available materials. They also illustrate an aspect of the way of life of
lower income New Zealanders, unencumbered by the cost of Title to land and not bound by
delineations between private properties.

The materiality, features of construction, oddities, and piecemeal renovations over the century
have produced a great variety within a simple archetype. All the baches at Taylors Mistake
are constructed of cheap or found building materials, recycled joinery, etc. Few have been
altered since the 1960s, and many retain their turn of the century or 1930s appearance. Their
individual variety as part of such a significant group tells visual story about kiwi ingenuity and
self sufficiency through the last century. Their modesty is also a reflection of the absence of a
secure tenure.

Their relationship to the landscape, to the public space, to the topography and to each other
is more significant than their individual architectural merit, and this is the more poignant by
the settlement being one of the few which remains without direct road access.

Taylors Mistake’s remote location encouraged the use of local materials, and occasionally the
use of shoreline caves, for bach construction. Everything had to be brought in by either boat
or foot – including cast-iron water tanks, cement to weatherproof the walls, roofing iron and,
eventually, fridges.

Prior to the Canterbury Earthquakes of 2010/11 the Taylors Mistake baches were all in good
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repair and regular use. Damage caused by the earthquakes was not substantial although
some boulders fell down behind ‘The Row’ and some of the baches were subsequently red
zoned and/or issued S124 notices.

TECHNOLOGICAL AND CRAFTSMANSHIP SIGNIFICANCE
Technological and craftsmanship values that demonstrate or are associated with: the nature
and use of materials, finishes and/or technological or constructional methods which were
innovative, or of notable quality for the period.

Bach 57 has technological and craftsmanship significance for its ability to demonstrate early
twentieth century vernacular construction methods that needed to be resilient to withstand
exposure to the coastal marine environment, DIY and resourceful given the isolation due to
lack of road access.

CONTEXTUAL SIGNIFICANCE
Contextual values that demonstrate or are associated with: a relationship to the environment
(constructed and natural), a landscape, setting, group, precinct or streetscape; a degree of
consistency in terms of type, scale, form, materials, texture, colour, style and/or detail;
recognised landmarks and landscape which are recognised and contribute to the unique
identity of the environment.

Bach 57 is built into and on top of the rock promontory, positioned in relationship to the
topography, the sea and access to and around it. Delineation between public and private
space, and between neighbouring buildings, is ambiguous.

The baches on the foreshore of Taylors Mistake Bay (and Hobsons Bay and Boulder Bay)
form a positive relationship with each other due to their common construction materials,
scale, proximity and age. In the case of Taylors Mistake, their scale and siting also creates a
positive dialogue with the surf club. They have a strong relationship with the natural
landscape and provide a custodial  relationship with the adjoining public space.
Quoting Ian Athfield, these baches’ existence is part of the “essential character of this unique
area” and “it is settlements such as Taylors Mistake which we should build our future around
rather than condemn”, together these baches offer ‘a model for a positive edge settlement’.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SIGNIFICANCE
Archaeological or scientific values that demonstrate or are associated with: the potential to
provide information through physical or scientific evidence an understanding about social
historical, cultural, spiritual, technological or other values of past events, activities, structures
or people.

Bach 57 and its setting is of archaeological value because it has the potential to provide
archaeological evidence relating to past building construction methods and materials, and
human activity on the site, including that which occurred prior to 1900.

ASSESSMENT STATEMENT

Bach 57 and its setting is of overall heritage significance to Christchurch, including Banks
Peninsula. The bach has historical and social significance for its construction in c.1890 from
modest and found materials, and the ongoing involvement of its owners in the Taylors
Mistake Surf Lifesaving club. With the development of the bach community of Taylors
Mistake. Bach 57 has cultural significance as a demonstration of the way of life of the early
bach builders and holidaymakers, and architectural and aesthetic significance for its
representative site specific and modest design. The bach and its setting has contextual value
in relation to other baches in the bay, especially the other baches built on the promontory with
Hobsons Bay, and the wider Taylors Mistake area.
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DISTRICT PLAN – LISTED HERITAGE PLACE
HERITAGE ASSESSMENT – STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

‘ROCKHAVEN’, BACH 59 AND SETTING, TAYLORS
MISTAKE

PHOTOGRAPH: UPDATE PHOTOGRAPH TO BE SUPPLIED

HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE
Historical and social values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular person,
group, organisation, institution, event, phase or activity; the continuity and/or change of a
phase or activity; social, historical, traditional, economic, political or other patterns.

‘Rockhaven’ Bach 59 in Hobsons Bay has historical and social significance  … It was built to
replace an original small shack on the site in c1910 by a Mr Wells, a builder with John Burns
and Co. Constructed largely from kauri – framing, doors and weatherboards were recycled
from a chemist shop originally on the corner of Brougham and Selwyn Streets. It was
purchased by current owners the Sinclair family in 1952, Mr Sinclair having worked with Mr
Wells at John Burns.

With its position on the rock promontory, this bach has acted as something of a lookout over
the bay, with the family having saved the lives of many who have gotten into difficulty in the
water during their tenure. The family remains involved in the surf club today.

Following the Christchurch earthquakes of 2011, 3rd generation Chris Sinclair ‘harnessed
down and jack hammered this off’ thus mitigating the hazard that had earned the bach a S124
notice in the following months.

There was no known Māori settlement of Taylor’s Mistake, although it is known as Te
Onepoto (Short Beach). As with other bays in the area, it would have been used for food
gathering and shelter by local Māori.

It was used by early European settlers for the same purpose. Recreational fishermen would
spend the weekend in the caves. The natural shelter of the many caves in the bay enabled
the visitors to stay without having to face the walk back home after fishing all day.

The first permanent settlement in the bay was established by Christchurch painter Tom
Archbold in 1879. This settlement was to the south of Taylor’s Mistake, not far from Boulder
Bay. An engraver by the name of A.P. Osborn (commonly mis-spelt Osborne) was the second
person to establish a property within the caves of Taylor’s. He built just north of Archbold’s
dwelling and even established a telephone link of sorts between the two properties using
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lemonade bottles as insulators. Known as The Pilgrim, he was to become one of the most
well known figures in the bay, as well as a founding member of the Surf Club. Pilgrims Rest
as his property was known, became a popular spot for visitors, but this popularity required
Osborn to continually work on the track (known as the ‘Pilgrims Way’ to provide safer access.
It is believed that he worked on the track for over 20 years.

The most famous cave dwelling of Taylor’s Mistake was the Hermitage. Jesse Worgan, a
Christchurch dentist was the original owner for about 15 years before he sold it to Frederick
Simpson in the early 1920s. This dwelling reached back 19 metres into the cave, was 9
metres wide and 5 metres high. There was also a small cave next door that was used as a
bedroom for female visitors. The contents of the Hermitage were mostly floated around from
Sumner by raft on rare calm days and included a 3 metre oak table and chairs, a settee,
sideboards for crockery, bunks, an Edison cylinder phonogram, a crystal set radio and an
upright piano. The dwelling itself was mostly constructed from souvenir materials from
the 1906 Exhibition and the old Fullers Theatre.

By 1911 there were 30 baches in the locale, many of them cave dwellings. The first hut
appeared in ‘Rotten Row’ in 1913, built by blacksmith Bill Stevens. Stevens’ motivation for
building a more solid structure was due to a stampede of cattle that destroyed his tent one
evening while on one of his many rabbiting trips to the bay. By 1920 another dozen or so
baches had appeared.

In 1916 many of the bach owners became founding members of the Taylors Mistake Surf
Lifesaving Club, which was integrally tied in with the bach community. In the 100 years since,
bachholders have remained the backbone of the surf club, and most positions of office have
been filled by members of the bach community. Many of the owners keep tubes in or around
their baches for after hours use.

During the depression some returned soldiers lived in the Taylors Mistake baches,
establishing a supportive and peaceful community. Use of the baches during World War II
was restricted with the army occupation of Godley Head and commandeering use of the
baches. During this time a tank trap was dug around the back of the baches to prevent
Japanese tanks ascending the hill.

Following the war, holidaymaking in Taylors Mistake resumed. In the 1980s the Taylors
Mistake baches, became widely recognised as representatives of a social pattern of DIY
coastal holidaymaking that was becoming increasingly rare, with ‘The Row’ being the first
group of baches to be recognised by the Historic Places Trust with listing in 1995.

Although alterations and additions were made to various dwellings in the decades after World
War II, most construction took place in the 1910s, 1920s and 1930s. By the beginning of the
war there were 72 baches in the bay. Most were used as holiday homes by Christchurch
families, who spent their summers at the bay, taking advantage also of the tramway system
and later the motor car.

Also of significance is the bach community, which is cohesive, perhaps as a result of the
buildings’ close proximity and ambiguity of public/private boundaries. People have shared
recreational pursuits and cooperated over matters of mutual interest. In some cases,
neighbourly relations have existed for several generations, and within families, successive
generations use the bach as a place to come together.

The ongoing presence of the baches on public land has been a matter of controversy, an
issue of debate between central government agencies, the local authority, and individuals.
The Taylors Mistake baches illustrate the tension that exists between the conservation of
human heritage and the conservation of natural heritage and open public spaces.

Of the original 72 baches, only 45 remain, yet together they form the largest group of baches
remaining on public land in NZ. Baches such as those at Taylors Mistake, Hobsons Bay and
Boulder bay are becoming increasingly rare, their modesty contrasting with more
contemporary styles of coastal holiday dwellings.
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CULTURAL AND SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE
Cultural and spiritual values that demonstrate or are associated with the distinctive
characteristics of a way of life, philosophy, tradition, religion, or other belief, including: the
symbolic or commemorative value of the place; significance to Tangata Whenua; and/or
associations with an identifiable group and esteemed by this group for its cultural values.

Bach 59 has cultural significance …The idea of the bach has become entrenched in
contemporary NZ culture, signifying our laid back, outdoor lifestyle and our DIY kiwi ingenuity.

The bach culture of Taylors Mistake represents this distinct way of life that is part of New
Zealand identity. The word ‘bach’ derives from ‘bachelor’, reflecting that they were originally
male only retreats built near hunting and fishing areas. Taylors Mistake, in the 1890s, was
possibly the site o the first of these recreational shelters to be built in NZ, initially in the form
of boarded up caves along the cliffs fringing Hobsons Bay, and between Boulder Bay and
Taylors Mistake. Without road access, day visitors could eventually take the tram to the
Sumner terminus and trek over the hill for afternoon tea.

An appreciation of the aesthetic values of the Taylors Mistake baches can be seen in
paintings by Elizabeth Kelly, Francis Shurrock, Bill Sutton, and by the constant stream of
tourist photographs appearing on social media sites such as twitter and instagram. The
baches have  been the subject of many books and documentaries, and have also been used
as settings for films, modelling and wedding shoots, and TV programs eg ‘What Now’

The bach is one of the original community of 72 who have long contributed to the safety and
wellbeing of visitors to the area, and spent many years trying to secure the future of the
baches generally located on the Queen’s Chain.

The setting of the bach may also have significance to tangata whenua as a place of seasonal
food gathering of kai moana.

ARCHITECTURAL AND AESTHETIC SIGNIFICANCE
Architectural and aesthetic values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular style,
period or designer, design values, form, scale, colour, texture and material of the place.

Bach 59 has architectural significance as one of the earliest indigenous forms of NZ
architecture, the bach. According to Raewyn Peart ‘Castles in the sand’ 2009 P75 ’the first
recreational shelters in nz were probably built during the 1890s at Taylors Mistake on the
northern coast of Banks Peninsula. These initially took the form of boarded up caves along
the cliffs fringing Hobsons Bay. Cliffs were paper road, marked on map but never formed.
From around 1910 land came under control of Sumner Borough Council which charged cave
dwellers 20 shillings/ year rent. With no road access to the area, building materials were
carried over steep hills from Sumner, often on the back of the builder. Day visitors took tram
to Sumner terminus then trekked over hill for afternoon tea”

Ext/int description

In the late 1800s, Taylors Mistake was a popular swimming and fishing beach, attracting a
number of people from nearby Christchurch despite the isolation caused by lack of road
access into the bay. Fishermen especially took to coming in the caves in the surrounding cliffs
in order to stay a weekend instead of making the long journey back to town. The first cave
bach was constructed from salvaged materials by a Christchurch painter named Tom
Archibald in 1879, and included bunks, a fireplace with a chimney, a ‘bath’ carved into the
rocks at the seas edge, and a rain tank water supply. By 1917 there were apparently 53
dwellings around the cliffs and foreshore of the bay, but in 1979 most of the remaining cave
dwellings were ordered burned down on account of their not having electricity, by the
Christchurch City Council.

The bach may be considered one of the few ‘indigenous’ forms of NZ architecture, built and
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owned mostly by lower middle class or skilled working people, making use of the small
surplus income such families began to enjoy during the early twentieth century. Baches
played an important part in the history, folklore and imaginative life of NZ.

The baches at Hobsons Bay and Taylors Mistake represent an important generic building
type in NZ, notable for its lack of pretension and plainness of style. They express a NZ
response to the need for low cost housing built from available materials. They also illustrate
an aspect of the way of life of lower income New Zealanders, unencumbered by the cost of
Title to land and not bound by delineations between private properties.

The materiality, features of construction, oddities, and piecemeal renovations over the century
have produced a great variety within a simple archetype. All the baches at Taylors Mistake
are constructed of cheap or found building materials, recycled joinery, etc. Few have been
altered since the 1960s, and many retain their turn of the century or 1930s appearance. Their
individual variety as part of such a significant group tells visual story about kiwi ingenuity and
self sufficiency through the last century. Their modesty is also a reflection of the absence of a
secure tenure.

Their relationship to the landscape, to the public space, to the topography and to each other
is more significant than their individual architectural merit, and this is the more poignant by
the settlement being one of the few which remains without direct road access.

Taylors Mistake’s remote location encouraged the use of local materials, including the use of
shoreline caves, for bach construction. Everything had to be brought in by either boat or foot
– including cast-iron water tanks, cement to weatherproof the walls, roofing iron and,
eventually, fridges.

Prior to the Canterbury Earthquakes of 2010/11 the Taylors Mistake baches were all in good
repair and regular use. Damage caused by the earthquakes was not substantial although
some boulders fell down behind ‘The Row’ and some of the baches were subsequently red
zoned and/or issued S124 notices.

TECHNOLOGICAL AND CRAFTSMANSHIP SIGNIFICANCE
Technological and craftsmanship values that demonstrate or are associated with: the nature
and use of materials, finishes and/or technological or constructional methods which were
innovative, or of notable quality for the period.

Bach 59 has technological and craftsmanship significance for its construction from recycled
kauri originally belonging to a pharmacy in Sydenham. The timber would have been carried
by hand over the hill from Sumner, and built over a number of weekends by the owner and his
friends and family. It demonstrates early twentieth century vernacular construction methods
that needed to be resilient to withstand exposure to the coastal marine environment, DIY and
resourceful given its isolation due to lack of road access.

CONTEXTUAL SIGNIFICANCE
Contextual values that demonstrate or are associated with: a relationship to the environment
(constructed and natural), a landscape, setting, group, precinct or streetscape; a degree of
consistency in terms of type, scale, form, materials, texture, colour, style and/or detail;
recognised landmarks and landscape which are recognised and contribute to the unique
identity of the environment.

Bach 59 has contextual significance … It is built into and on top of the promontory [between
TM and HB?], directly above the tide line and at the low tide beginning of the historic
‘Heritage Trail’ to Hobsons Bay and on over the headland to Sumner. Sited uniquely in
relationship to the topography, the sea and access to and around it, delineation between
public and private space, and between neighbouring buildings, is ambiguous.

The baches on the foreshore of Taylors Mistake Bay and Hobsons Bay (and Boulder Bay)
form a positive relationship with each other due to their common construction materials,
scale, proximity and age. In the case of Taylors Mistake, their scale and siting also creates a
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positive dialogue with the surf club. They have a strong relationship with the natural
landscape and provide a custodial relationship with the adjoining public space. Quoting Ian
Athfield, these baches’ existence is part of the “essential character of this unique area” and “it
is settlements such as Taylors Mistake which we should build our future around rather than
condemn”, together these baches offer ‘a model for a positive edge settlement’.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SIGNIFICANCE
Archaeological or scientific values that demonstrate or are associated with: the potential to
provide information through physical or scientific evidence an understanding about social
historical, cultural, spiritual, technological or other values of past events, activities, structures
or people.

Bach 59 and its setting is of archaeological value because it has the potential to provide
archaeological evidence relating to past building construction methods and materials,
including the cave baches, and human activity on the site, including that which occurred prior
to 1900.

ASSESSMENT STATEMENT

Bach 59 and its setting is of overall heritage significance to Christchurch, including Banks
Peninsula. The bach has historical and social significance for its construction as a holiday
retreat, from modest and found materials recycled from a pharmacy in Sydenham, its tiny
size, and the ongoing involvement of its owners in the Taylors Mistake Surf Lifesaving club.
Bach 59 has cultural significance as a demonstration of the way of life of the early bach
builders and holidaymakers, and architectural and aesthetic significance for its representative
site specific vernacular design. The bach and its setting has contextual value in relation to
other baches in the bay, especially the other baches built on the promontory to Hobsons Bay,
and the wider Taylors Mistake area.
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DISTRICT PLAN – LISTED HERITAGE PLACE
HERITAGE ASSESSMENT – STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

WHAREMOKI (BACH 68) AND SETTING, TAYLORS
MISTAKE

PHOTOGRAPH: UPDATE PHOTOGRAPH TO BE SUPPLIED

HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE
Historical and social values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular person,
group, organisation, institution, event, phase or activity; the continuity and/or change of a
phase or activity; social, historical, traditional, economic, political or other patterns.

Whare Moki (Bach 68) has historic and social significance …. It is possibly the oldest
surviving New Zealand bach, and the last surviving true cave dwelling. Built in 1891 by the
Hobson family at Hobsons Bay, it is accessible only by walking around rocks at low tide. It is
a small shelter inside a cave, and while it remains original if damaged inside, its current
(damaged) facade was constructed by the surf club prior to the earthquakes.

According to ‘Guardians of the Mistake’ by Ray Cairns and Barry Turpin, ‘not for nothing is it
named Hobsons Bay, for the 9 children of John Hobson and Susannah Hale have loomed
large in the story of Taylors Mistake … after building their first cave bach … the Hobsons
were among the founding members of the surf lifesaving club, and there is strong evidence
that members of the family led the move to adopting green and black as the clubs colours”.

A number of baches still cling to the cliff around the edge of Hobsons Bay, and many of them
remain in the possession of members of the extended Hobson family today. Some of them
still have the cave visible inside the house but Whare Moki is the last remaining true cave
dwelling.

There was no known Māori settlement of Taylor’s Mistake, although it is known as Te
Onepoto (Short Beach). As with other bays in the area, it would have been used for food
gathering and shelter by local Māori.

It was used by early European settlers for the same purpose. Recreational fishermen would
spend the weekend in the caves. The natural shelter of the many caves in the bay enabled
the visitors to stay without having to face the walk back home after fishing all day.

The first permanent settlement in the bay was established by Christchurch painter Tom
Archbold in 1879. This settlement was to the south of Taylor’s Mistake, not far from Boulder
Bay. An engraver by the name of A.P. Osborn (commonly mis-spelt Osborne) was the second
person to establish a property within the caves of Taylor’s. He built just north of Archbold’s
dwelling and even established a telephone link of sorts between the two properties using
lemonade bottles as insulators. Known as The Pilgrim, he was to become one of the most
well known figures in the bay, as well as a founding member of the Surf Club. Pilgrims Rest
as his property was known, became a popular spot for visitors, but this popularity required
Osborn to continually work on the track (known as the ‘Pilgrims Way’ to provide safer access.
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It is believed that he worked on the track for over 20 years.

The most famous cave dwelling of Taylor’s Mistake was the Hermitage. Jesse Worgan, a
Christchurch dentist was the original owner for about 15 years before he sold it to Frederick
Simpson in the early 1920s. This dwelling reached back 19 metres into the cave, was 9
metres wide and 5 metres high. There was also a small cave next door that was used as a
bedroom for female visitors. The contents of the Hermitage were mostly floated around from
Sumner by raft on rare calm days and included a 3 metre oak table and chairs, a settee,
sideboards for crockery, bunks, an Edison cylinder phonogram, a crystal set radio and an
upright piano. The dwelling itself was mostly constructed from souvenir materials from
the 1906 Exhibition and the old Fullers Theatre.

By 1911 there were 30 baches in the locale, many of them cave dwellings. The first hut
appeared in ‘Rotten Row’ in 1913, built by blacksmith Bill Stevens. Stevens’ motivation for
building a more solid structure was due to a stampede of cattle that destroyed his tent one
evening while on one of his many rabbiting trips to the bay. By 1920 another dozen or so
baches had appeared.

In 1916 many of the bach owners became founding members of the Taylors Mistake Surf
Lifesaving Club, which was integrally tied in with the bach community. In the 100 years since,
bachholders have remained the backbone of the surf club, and most positions of office have
been filled by members of the bach community. Many baches keep tubes in or around their
baches for after hours use.

During the depression some returned soldiers lived in the Taylors Mistake baches,
establishing a supportive and peaceful community. Use of the baches during World War II
was restricted with the army occupation of Godley Head and commandeering use of the
baches. During this time a tank trap was dug around the back of the baches to prevent
Japanese tanks ascending the hill.

Following the war, holidaymaking in Taylors Mistake resumed. In the 1980s the Taylors
Mistake baches, became widely recognised as representatives of a social pattern of DIY
coastal holidaymaking that was becoming increasingly rare, with ‘The Row’ being the first
group of baches to be recognised by the Historic Places Trust with listing in 1995.

Although alterations and additions were made to various dwellings in the decades after World
War II, most construction took place in the 1910s, 1920s and 1930s. By the beginning of the
war there were 72 baches in the bay. Most were used as holiday homes by Christchurch
families, who spent their summers at the bay, taking advantage also of the tramway system
and later the motor car.

Also of significance is the bach community, which is cohesive, perhaps as a result of the
buildings’ close proximity and ambiguity of public/private boundaries. People have shared
recreational pursuits and cooperated over matters of mutual interest. In some cases,
neighbourly relations have existed for several generations, and within families, successive
generations use the bach as a place to come together.

The ongoing presence of the baches on public land has been a matter of controversy, an
issue of debate between central government agencies, the local authority, and individuals.
The Taylors Mistake baches illustrate the tension that exists between the conservation of
human heritage and the conservation of natural heritage and open public spaces.

Of the original 72 baches, only 45 remain, yet together they form the largest group of baches
remaining on public land in NZ. Baches such as those at Taylors Mistake, Hobsons Bay and
Boulder bay are becoming increasingly rare, their modesty contrasting with more
contemporary styles of coastal holiday dwellings.

CULTURAL AND SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE
Cultural and spiritual values that demonstrate or are associated with the distinctive
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characteristics of a way of life, philosophy, tradition, religion, or other belief, including: the
symbolic or commemorative value of the place; significance to Tangata Whenua; and/or
associations with an identifiable group and esteemed by this group for its cultural values.

Whare Moki has cultural significance … The idea of the bach has become entrenched in
contemporary NZ culture, signifying our laid back, outdoor lifestyle and our DIY kiwi ingenuity.

The bach culture of Taylors Mistake represents this distinct way of life that is part of New
Zealand identity. The word ‘bach’ derives from ‘bachelor’, reflecting that they were originally
male only retreats built near hunting and fishing areas. Taylors Mistake, in the 1890s, was
possibly the site o the first of these recreational shelters to be built in NZ, initially in the form
of boarded up caves along the cliffs fringing Hobsons Bay, and between Boulder Bay and
Taylors Mistake. Without road access, day visitors could eventually take the tram to the
Sumner terminus and trek over the hill for afternoon tea.

An appreciation of the aesthetic values of the Taylors Mistake baches can be seen in
paintings by Elizabeth Kelly, Francis Shurrock, Bill Sutton, and by the constant stream of
tourist photographs appearing on social media sites such as twitter and instagram. The
baches have been the subject of many books and documentaries, and have also been used
as settings for films, modelling and wedding shoots, and TV programs eg ‘What Now’

The bach is one of the original community of 72 who have long contributed to the safety and
wellbeing of visitors to the area, and spent many years trying to secure the future of the
baches generally located on the Queen’s Chain.

The setting of the bach may also have significance to tangata whenua as a place of seasonal
food gathering of kai moana.

ARCHITECTURAL AND AESTHETIC SIGNIFICANCE
Architectural and aesthetic values that demonstrate or are associated with: a particular style,
period or designer, design values, form, scale, colour, texture and material of the place.

Bach 68 Whare Moki, has high architectural significance as the oldest remaining cave
dwelling, predecessor to one of the earliest indigenous forms of NZ architecture, the bach.

Int / ext description

According to Raewyn Peart ‘Castles in the sand’ 2009 P75 ’the first recreational shelters in nz
were probably built during the 1890s at Taylors Mistake on the northern coast of Banks
Peninsula. These initially took the form of boarded up caves along the cliffs fringing Hobsons
Bay. Cliffs were paper road, marked on map but never formed. From around 1910 land came
under control of Sumner Borough Council which charged cave dwellers 20 shillings/ year rent.
With no road access to the area, building materials were carried over steep hills from
Sumner, often on the back of the builder. Day visitors took tram to Sumner terminus then
trekked over hill for afternoon tea”

In the late 1800s, Taylors Mistake was a popular swimming and fishing beach, attracting a
number of people from nearby Christchurch despite the isolation caused by lack of road
access into the bay. Fishermen especially took to coming in the caves in the surrounding cliffs
in order to stay a weekend instead of making the long journey back to town. The first cave
bach was constructed from salvaged materials by a Christchurch painter named Tom
Archibald in 1879, and included bunks, a fireplace with a chimney, a ‘bath’ carved into the
rocks at the seas edge, and a rain tank water supply. By 1917 there were apparently 53
dwellings around the cliffs and foreshore of the bay, but in 1979 most of the remaining cave
dwellings were ordered burned down on account of their not having electricity, by the
Christchurch City Council.

The bach may be considered one of the few ‘indigenous’ forms of NZ architecture, built and
owned mostly by lower middle class or skilled working people, making use of the small
surplus income such families began to enjoy during the early twentieth century. Baches
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played an important part in the history, folklore and imaginative life of NZ.

The collection of baches at Taylors Mistake, Hobsons and Boulder Bays represent an
important generic building type in NZ, notable for its lack of pretension and plainness of style.
They express a NZ response to the need for low cost housing built from available materials.
They also illustrate an aspect of the way of life of lower income New Zealanders,
unencumbered by the cost of Title to land and not bound by delineations between private
properties.

The materiality, features of construction, oddities, and piecemeal renovations over the century
have produced a great variety within a simple archetype. All the baches at Taylors Mistake
are constructed of cheap or found building materials, recycled joinery, etc. Few have been
altered since the 1960s, and many retain their turn of the century or 1930s appearance. Their
individual variety as part of such a significant group tells visual story about kiwi ingenuity and
self sufficiency through the last century. Their modesty is also a reflection of the absence of a
secure tenure.

Their relationship to the landscape, to the public space, to the topography and to each other
is more significant than their individual architectural merit, and this is the more poignant by
the settlement being one of the few which remains without direct road access.

Taylors Mistake’s remote location encouraged the use of local materials, including the use of
shoreline caves, for bach construction. Everything had to be brought in by either boat or foot
– including cast-iron water tanks, cement to weatherproof the walls, roofing iron and,
eventually, fridges.

Prior to the Canterbury Earthquakes of 2010/11 the Taylors Mistake baches were all in good
repair and regular use. Damage caused by the earthquakes was not substantial although
some boulders fell down behind ‘The Row’ and some of the baches were subsequently red
zoned and/or issued S124 notices.

TECHNOLOGICAL AND CRAFTSMANSHIP SIGNIFICANCE
Technological and craftsmanship values that demonstrate or are associated with: the nature
and use of materials, finishes and/or technological or constructional methods which were
innovative, or of notable quality for the period.

Bach 68 has technological significance for its origins as a cave dwelling, with a façade
constructed to further protect the natural shelter from the elements. Rock walls were
constructed around it from a mixture of beach sand and cement, to keep the sea out and also
to build steps into the cliff to reach the neighbouring (family) dwellings. While the façade is not
in original condition, nonetheless it demonstrates early twentieth century vernacular
construction methods that needed to be resilient to withstand exposure to the coastal marine
environment.

CONTEXTUAL SIGNIFICANCE
Contextual values that demonstrate or are associated with: a relationship to the environment
(constructed and natural), a landscape, setting, group, precinct or streetscape; a degree of
consistency in terms of type, scale, form, materials, texture, colour, style and/or detail;
recognised landmarks and landscape which are recognised and contribute to the unique
identity of the environment.

Bach 68 has contextual significance … It is built into the cliff, directly above the tide line and
edging the low tide beginning of the historic ‘Heritage Trail’ to Taylors Mistake and on over
the headland to Sumner. Sited uniquely in relationship to the topography, the sea and access
to and around it, delineation between public and private space, and between neighbouring
buildings, is ambiguous.

The baches on the foreshore of Hobsons Bay (and Taylors Mistake and Boulder Bay) form a
positive relationship with each other due to their common construction materials, scale,
proximity and age. They have a strong relationship with the natural landscape and provide a
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custodial relationship with the adjoining public space. Quoting Ian Athfield, these baches’
existence is part of the “essential character of this unique area” and “it is settlements such as
Taylors Mistake which we should build our future around rather than condemn”, together
these baches offer ‘a model for a positive edge settlement’.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SIGNIFICANCE
Archaeological or scientific values that demonstrate or are associated with: the potential to
provide information through physical or scientific evidence an understanding about social
historical, cultural, spiritual, technological or other values of past events, activities, structures
or people.

Whare Moki and its setting is of archaeological significance because it has the potential to
provide archaeological evidence relating to past building construction methods and materials,
including the cave baches, and human activity on the site, including that which occurred prior
to 1900.

ASSESSMENT STATEMENT

Whare Moki and its setting is of overall heritage significance to Christchurch, including Banks
Peninsula. The bach has historical and social significance as the oldest surviving bach in NZ,
for its original construction as a cave dwelling, from modest and found materials, its tiny size,
and the ongoing involvement of its owners in the Taylors Mistake Surf Lifesaving Club. Whare
Moki has cultural significance as a demonstration of the way of life of the early bach builders
and holidaymakers, and architectural and aesthetic significance for its site specific vernacular
design. The bach and its setting has contextual value in relation to other baches in the bay,
especially the other Hobsons Bay baches built into the cliff above the beach, and the wider
Taylors Mistake area.
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